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word "Rush!" placed on freight shipments when immediate delivery is
urgent. The Abbess was not well
versed in Latin and supposed that the
term stood for the name of the saint
whose relics were contained in the
chest. And so a new saint, "St. Expeditus," was added to the Roman
calendar. When the investigations of
Roman archaeologists had established
the spurious character of the saint, his
statue was ordered removed from the
altars. A papal ordinance later reversed this decision, and "St. Expeditus," as well as the equally fabulous
"St. Philomena" again intercede for
the faithful.
In this connection the strange migration of Buddha into the Roman
Catholic elysium may be noted. In the
Roman calendar, November 27 is assigned to "Barlaam and Josaphat."
Josaphat, however, is first mentioned

A Chapter in Saint Lore
ST. PHILOMENA, St. Expeditus,
the names have a venerable,
hagiographic sound. In some of the
lesser shrines attached to Roman
Catholic Churches veneration is paid
to their memory and their intercession
is implored by the faithful. This in
spite of the fact that Roman Catholic
archaeologists have demonstrated the
fictitious character of these personages.
. The case of St. Expeditus is most
rnteresting. A newly founded convent
near ~aples, Italy, had requested a
d~nation of saintly relics, and had received the welcome news from Rome
that a chest containing a choice assortment of bones had been dispatched to
the convent authorities. In due time
th e chest was delivered at its point of
address. It bore the notation: "Expedit"-a Latin term equivalent to the
1
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by John of Damascus, in the eighth
century, who received the story of his
life from Hindu source. Max Muller,
the Oxford linguist, traced the narrative to its source and in an essay published 1870 conclusively demonstrated
the identity of "St. Josaphat" with
Buddha.
Other instances have been discovered, mainly through the comparative
study of languages, of Roman saints
who have originated in fables misread, historical allusions misunderstood, and false etymologies.

'

Japan's Alibi
MRS. SHELLEY'S Frankenstein,
the monster which had every
human faculty except a conscience, has
been expanded into gigantic proportions in the story of Japan's warfare
in China. Such savagery has not been
heard of since the Mohammedan
armies devastated Christian North
Africa. The World War supplies no
parallels to this worse than medieval
barbarism, the bombing of densely
populated civilian centers throughout
China including the cities in which
the Japanese have no economic interests or nationals to protect. Naval
planes bomb crowded residential areas
in a blind fury due to resistance encountered in Shanghai's defense positions. Captives made in the dug-outs
are machine-gunned on the spot.
What excuse does Japan offer to the

civilized world for such inhuman warfare ? Foreign Minister Hirota has
lately explained that "Japan has no
other objective than to see a happy
and tranquil North China freed from
the danger of such calamitous hostilities as at present, and Chinese-Japanese relations so adjusted as will enable
us to put into practice that policy."
Mr. Hirota complains that China, ignoring Japan's "true policy," has
"mobilized her vast armies." He regrets to note that "earnest efforts of
the powers concerned are nullified by
Chinese outrages.'' Another spokesman for Japan has explained the only
reason for this invasion of China is
the conviction that Japanese citizens
have never really been safe when they
did business on Chinese territory ! !
We would ask with the St. Louis PostDispatch "Have we discovered a nation without any sense of humor or
one that enjoys a good joke at any
price?"
The Empress of Japan wrote a
poem the other day for families of
soldiers at the front. It is a very short
poem, such as cultivated Japanese
take pleasure in penning:
There are no words
To console families
Who live in worry
Over menfolk at the front.

As poetry this does not stack up
very high, but much must be forgiven
a woman who has become the consort
of a gentleman who is the direct descendant of the gods. omeone has
sent u a sug estion of possible variations- thi , for example:

December 1937
There are no words
To console families
Whose children are butchered
In Japanese air raids.

Or this:
There are no words
To express our loathing
Of cowardly warfare
Waged on the helpless.

'

Foreign Propaganda and
Our Country
ACCORDING to Arthur Lord Ponfi sonby, member of Parliament,
writing about the importance of propaganda in the W odd War: "There
was no richer field for propaganda
than the United States of America in
the first years of the war. The allied
and central powers both worked hard
at competing .... The central powers
relied too much on argument. The
cruder British methods were far more
successful. Intensive work was done
by the British War Mission, comprised of 500 officials and 10,000 assistants.
"Atrocities, Germany's sole responsibility, the criminal Kaiser, and
all other fabrications started in Great
Britain, were worked up in America
with great effect. The Belgian baby
without hands was a special favorite.
There was hardly a household all over
that vast continent in which it was
not discussed, and even so ridiculous
a scare as the concrete platforms for
German guns was current in California." The British diplomat, in his
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"Falsehood in Wartime," adds many
other illuminating illustrations to
show how the feeling in our country
was aroused by such propaganda
against Germany and the central powers. "Hun hatred" was fanned to a
white heat.
Today foreign propaganda still
plays an important part in shaping
public opinion among us. It certainly
was in evidence in the Italian war
with Ethiopia, in the Nazi action
against immorality in the Catholic
monasteries in Germany, and is prominent in turning popular opinion
against Japan in its war against China.
Someone will ask: How can the
average man distinguish between
truth and falsehood in the reports that
are circulated in the public press, over
the radio, and in the news-reels? Nine
times out of ten he can't. The professional propagandists are paid good
money to make it as difficult as possible for him.

Merry Christmas
,rT IS a far cry from the first ChristJl mas greeting card, suggested by
Sir Henry Cole of England in 1846,
to the millions of Christmas greeting
cards that now deluge the world, and
particularly our country, at Christmastime; a deluge that annually overtaxes
the capacity of our post-office department, even though thousands of extra
workers are employed to assist the
over-burdened postman, who at night

4
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Homeward plods his weary way,
Thankful it isn't Christmas every day!

It is just as far a cry from the early
crude lithographs, with their homely
sentiments, such as this:
"Prithee receive this unpretending card,
Prithee believe it carries my regard."

to the elaborately designed and beautifully executed cards of our day.
According to one authority, the first
Christmas card suggested by Sir Henry
Cole showed a "grapevine forming
small panels at the right and left" in
which there were two figures, representing two acts of charity, "feeding
the hungry" and "clothing the
naked." A large center panel presented a merry family group, all of
whom held wineglasses filled to the
brim.
There are voices raised in protest
ea.ch year against what is called "a
senseless, foolish, and extravagant
custom," one that only adds "to the
commercialization of Christmas," etc.
But all such criticisms have not
checked the flood of Christmas cards.
Even the last depression did not materially affect their use. In fact, when
a pinched purse kept some people
from sending their usual gifts, they
managed somehow to mail greeting
cards to kin and friends, even though
they had to be cheap ones picked from
a Woolworth counter. Some even
made their own. "After all it's the
sentiment that counts!"
More judicious critics have raised
their voices against some of the "humorous" cards, "stunt" cards, and

"wise-cracking" cards. There is no
doubt that many of these are not only
in bad taste, but they are utterly foreign to the true Christmas spirit. Yet
one occasionally .finds the humor in
cards so clever that it is not difficult
to understand why they are popular
with certain people. Even the "homemade" or "made-to-order" Christmas
cards are sometimes of this type. We
think, for instance, of two, by the late
Ring Lardner, that are very unusual,
and must have been appreciated by
the recipients. One had this sentiment:
"We got so many aunt-in-laws
That seem to think we're Santa Claus,
That we just can't afford to spend
No money on a casual friend.
Anyway, what did you send us last December?
Nothing so far as we remember.
So all you get is Merry Christmas."

The other, headed "From Mr. Lardner and the Missus," read:
"How utterly ridiculous
You'd feel,
And how unpleasant;
If you sent just a card to us
And we sent you a present.
In order that no such a thing
Can happen to you, comma,
This card is all you'll get from Ring,
His kiddies, or their momma."

There is plenty of evidence in every
greeting card store to prove that this
custom, like everything human, has
its abuses. One thing however has impressed us favorably again and again
in the last years, and that is the increasing use of Christmas cards that

December 1937
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pect. Men seem no longer to hold
their liberties as dear as they once did.
Is it perhaps because they have carefully considered the elements in the
present situation that make for insecurity and disorder and have ·reluctantly come to the conclusion that they
must sacrifice a part of their freedom
in order to meet the threat of disorganization and lawlessness? To
imagine that one has proceeded in
that fashion is likely to yield one a
fine glow of self-satisfaction. But is it
true ? Is it not rather the case that most
of us now feel differently about these
matters just because the psychological
climate has changed, this change being due to the fact that the developments of recent years have raised difficulties so perplexing and problems
so intricate that we have all become
bewildered and have had to admit to
ourselves that we do not know what
had best be done? And is it not out
of this bedevilment that there has
arisen, not only a willingness, but almost an eagerness, to let others,
What Price Freedom
namely government officials, take over
are currents of thought our problems and make our decisions
and opinion, no less than of for us? That they are probably as perwater, and most men are carried along , plexed as the rest of us and can only
by the one as unreflectingly as by the grope about hopefully, as we should
other. The prevailing political cur- have to do, and that, if history can be
rent of our time sets strongly in the trusted, they will in time more and
direction of extending the powers of more abuse their power-all this is
government. Such an extension can conveniently forgotten. The difficulnaturally be made only at the price of ties of freedom and self-determinaa_ corresponding restriction of the tion are present and familiar to us,
rights of the individual, and yet no while the dangers of bureaucracy apgreat chorus of protest from liberty- pear distant and improbable. And it
loving men rises to heaven at the pros- is an ancient human expedient to
carry the real message of the season.
Fifteen to twenty years ago it was not
so, except for those put out by religious publication houses, and these
were often so trite, so inane, and of
such poor workmanship that few
people cared to send them. Today the
church publishers have vastly improved their Christmas greetings and
there is perhaps no secular greeting
card firm of any standing that does
not carry a very excellent line of religious Christmas cards. As the radio
has done more than any other agency
to fill the air and the homes of America with the great Christmas carols
and hymns during the Yuletide, so
the Christmas message is carried ·
through the mails into the homes via
the Christmas greeting card more than
ever before. Something for which
every Christian must be humbly
thankful.

,.
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make riddance of known troubles by
exchanging them for such as are unknown.

'

Collectivism and Religion
WRITING in the American Journal of Sociolog)', Dr. Paul J.
Tillich of Union Seminary discusses
the dangers to Protestantism that are
likely to arise out of the movement
toward collectivistic forms of government. It is easy to understand that
dictatorships which aspire to complete
control of a people, like those of Russia, Germany, and Italy, must try to
bring under their sway so important
an agency as religion. It is not so evident, on the other hand, that the collectivism that is developing in our
country, in the form of a planned
economy and an ever-increasing intervention of government in personal
affairs, will have any bearing on religion. Dr. Tillich, however, holds
that this is bound to be the case, especially as regards Protestantism. He
argues as follows. The principle of
justification by faith, with its emphasis on the dignity and responsibility
of the individual, commits Protestantism to individualism as against all authority. The present trend toward an
authoritarian state arises out of the
fact that the masses are turning away
from individualism because their individual lives have become meaningless and they accordingly seek for
meaning in something greater than

themselves. Protestantism cannot give
them what they seek because it acknowledges no authority that transcends the individual.-The trouble
with the argument is that it identifies
Protestantism with modernism. Modernism is, indeed, individualism gone
wild and has nothing to offer to those
who seek something greater than
themselves. Historic Protestantism,
however, with its second great principle of an authoritative Bible, points
the way to a meaningful life to those
who have sought elsewhere in vain.

'

Mary Had A Little Lamb
had a little lamb.-Wall
M ARY
Street found itself more fortunate in recent weeks. It had great
flocks of fleecy sheep which it corralled for a periodic shearing. Although it did so with all of the protestations of distaste and personal pain
wherewith a father administers manual admonitions to the understanding
end of an argumentative son, it nevertheless attended to its task in the gingerly and efficacious manner for
which American finance is famed
throughout the world. The whole procedure was a grand success. The sheep
were nice and woolly. Business magazines, financial advisers, financial
statisticians had been feeding the
sheep the kind of advice which had
given them a good coat of wool. They
had been telling them for many
months that inflation was coming·
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that stocks were still to be bought at
low prices and bound to go much
higher ; that after a probable seasonal
business slump during the summer we
would experience unprecedented
boom conditions in the fall of 193 7
and if not then, then surely in the
spring of 1938.-The one sure investment under the circumstances would
be wisely selected stocks. And the
public made its selection. The sheep
had a heavy coat of wool when the
shearer arrived. On Monday a stock
sold for $15, on Tuesday for $10, on
Wednesday for $5. Many stocks
were reduced to one-half, many to
one-third the price at which they had
been selling. Out-of-office politicians
and their partisan newspapers tried
desperately to explain the market decline as a "Roosevelt depression" and
were ready, amidst a flood of crocodile
tears, to procl<1;im a period of fasting
and lamentation.
Some financial observers explained
that fear of rising prices had caused
American business men to overstock
whereas present fear of underconsumption, probable adverse legislation, and other factors had moved
them to cease buying. The inventories
were declared to be negligible, however, and these observers seemed to
opine that the present set-back would
not be of long duration.
Some, favorable toward the present
administration, were of the opinion
that the market-decline had been deliberately engineered for the purpose
of arousing public sentiment against
the President and thus adding cumu-
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latively to the ill will engendered by
his appointment of Justice Black to
the Supreme Court.
Whatever the answer may be, it
still remains, Mary had only one little
lamb whereas Wall Street had a great
flock of sheep, which it sheared with
such pro.fits to itself as ought help the
United States Income Tax Bureau. A
certain listed stock, by way of example, sold 125,000 shares in one
block at $5 per share on one day. The
next day, when the market rose temporarily, the same block of stock was
sold at $10 per share and someone
walked off with a cool 625 "grand"
for having held some shares of stock
over night.
Should the whole stock-market
episode give rise to governmental investigation and should the investigation reveal dishonesties and should
these call forth additional federal control and regulation, then we shall hear
some gentlemen, now comfortable as a
purring cat, yipe like a pup whose tail
strayed under the rocker. Even the
shorn sheep will be expected to join
in profuse weeping and set up a moving chorus of bleating baas.
Just how America or its great industries can lose half their economic
value in twenty-four hours or double
the same in that period of time we are
too slow of intellect to comprehend,
but this we believe we understand,
that in the face of such experiences it
is wiser to store up treasures which
rust and moth cannot corrupt and
which are beyond the reach of stockmarket manipulators.

8
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Death Comes
to Ramsay MacDonald
HIS way to a vacation i~
O NSouth
America England's most
puzzling public figure, Ramsay MacDonald, died at sea on November
9. Before he left England he had
said to reporters : "I am in search of
the most elusive of all forms of
happiness-rest." Seeking the elusive, he found the certain.
He was an enigma. Man of destiny
of the British labor movement, thrice
prime minister, crusader for peace,
self-styled "man of the people," he
will probably remain a mysterious
personage until the veil of nearness
is lifted by the passing of the years.
In many respects he was a great man.
At a time when it was most unpopular to do so he espoused the cause of
the submerged and beaten and instituted many of the social reforms
which have held England's precarious
economic structure upright during
the past twenty years. His hatred of
the greater armament theory as a
preventive of war was unique among
world statesmen. In 1931 he said to
a worldwide audience: "People who
seek safety by arms are like people
seeking safety under trees in a thunderstorm. They are at the point
which is first to be struck when the
storm breaks."
His courage was beyond question.
On the eve of August 1914 he announced that he would have nothing
to do with the World War. During
the four dark years from 1914 to

1918 he was reviled as a traitor and
became a political outcast. His hair
whitened and his shoulders sagged,
but he never recanted a word of his
principles-and six years later he was
prime minister.
What happened to him in August
1931 remains a mystery. For the
first time in his public life he compromised, formed a coalition cabinet,
and was expelled by his own party.
Was he tired of fighting? Men before MacDonald, who have been
loved by some and hated by many,
have succumbed to weariness and
have sacrificed the love of the few
for the applause of the crowd. As
they failed, so MacDonald failed.
Success never comes that way. He discovered that, and even his momentary return to power in 1932 could
not sweeten the bitterness of his last
years. Finally on June 7, 1935, MacDonald stepped into the wings to
wait for the last curtain. Unless he
left letters and papers which will
permit posterity to look into the recesses of his soul, a part of his course
will remain dark. Today he is wise,
but he is also silent.

'

Program for Another
Cleansing of the Temple
THE picture of Jesus thrusting the
trades people from the temple
suggests comparisons which have been
welcomed by certain religious leaders
who believe that the church should

December 1937
crack down upon the rich. The money
changers that infested the temple are
rediscovered in the brokerage and investment houses of Wall Street. A better parallel is to be found in the clerics
who are pressing a politico-economic
program upon the church. By urging
this program certain men have discarded every association of traditional
Christianity. Calling sinners to repentance, as the heart of the Christian
program, has been replaced by an
effort to force the moral ideas of the
church upon a sixty per cent unchurched public through political
means.
The chief sinner in this respect has
been the Federal Council of Churches
in America. Those who are able to
speak for this organization have committed the Protestant churches to economic, political and international programs concerning which the masses of
the membership of the religious organizations affected have not been consulted and upon which their opinions
differ. A few years ago, the Federal
Council, in session at Chicago, gave
out an alleged Protestant political
program, covering Panama Canal
tolls, the Irish question, the use of submarines, the cancellation of the debts
of foreign nations to the United
States, and kindred topics. With members of Protestant churches completely
at variance with one another upon
these difficult political issues, and with
many church members very properly
refusing to issue any pronouncement
a church members on these topics, the
attempt to commit them in a demand
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upon the national government, was a
case of usurpation, full of the danger
of reaction upon the religious bodies
thus misrepresented. Churches and
church people have a natural and
proper interest in certain national
problems of clear moral bearing, but
the attempt to make of religious bodies
political blocs and to commit their
membership on controverted political
questions is one of the best methods
that could be devised of inflicting irreparable injury upon the cause of religion.
No doubt it is on account of the
example given by these transgressors
of the Federal Council that the clergy
is belabored by every humanitarian
and sentimental movement for their
official support. The writer of this
paragraph is a member of the Humane
Society; but he cannot subscribe to its
appeal to the clergy, suggesting the
theme for Humane Sunday sermons,
a Pittsburgh theologian recommending John 10:14-("I am the Good
Shepherd, and know my sheep, and
am known of mine") . The theme
"animal Immortality" is suggested by
another who proposes a sermon outline which heads up in the proposition
that "both man and beast enter upon
a future life when the joys and sorrows of this are ended," since it
would be a lack of justice in God
"if there be no life for beasts of
burden when the toils and hardships
of this weary world are forever
ended." Some of our readers among
the clergy no doubt remember the
letter they received from the Will

10
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Rogers Memorial Commission which
requested an endorsement of this memorial in the sermon of a certain Sunday and in a talk on Will Rogers by
the superintendent of the Sunday
School.
A church that demands the admission of the Japanese to the West

Coast, passes resolutions against the
"wage system," and in many other
ways has transgressed into the political
and humanitarian program, must expect to receive suggestions of a nature
which no one would have dared to
offer to the Protestantism of another
generation.

* * *
The Shep herds Die
Why is it, 0 ye consecrated men,
That ye have been the chosen ones
To bear God's message to a dying world?
Did you hear something of the glorious praise
That sounds from age to age before His ThroneOr did the sound of angel wings
So sheltering and close to you, make you so strong?
Have you against the dying day of this, our world,
Seen some of God's own splendor light the sky?
Have you been privileged to hold His Cross
Before the closing eyes of many here below?
Has God's own love in Christ been your great light?
Then tell us now, as we in sorrow bow,
In all your life's strong lines, so eloquent,
How we can also serve to bring Christ's peace
Into the hearts of other men
And keep that peace within our hearts'Til we shall be at rest with Christ and you. Amen.

presents a few thoughts for Christmas Night
written by a hand now long at rest
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CHRISTMAS*
By

ALEXANDER SMITH

O

wearisomely so. The long-lighted
days are bracketed together by a
little bar of twilight, in which but
a star or two find time to twinkle.
Usually one has less occupation in
summer than in winter, and the surplusage of summer light, a stage too
large for the play, wearies, oppresses,
sometimes appalls. From the sense of
time we can only shelter ourselves
by occupation; and when occupation
ceases while yet some three or four
hours of light remain, the burden
falls down, and is of ten greater than
we can bear.
Of all the seasons of the year, I
like winter best. That peculiar burden of time I have been speaking of,
does not affect me now. The day is
short, and I can fill it with work;
when evening comes, I have my
lighted room and my books. Should
black care haunt me, I throw it off
the scent in Spenser's forests, or seek
refuge from it among Shakespeare's
men and women, who are by far the
best company I have met with, or am
like to meet with, on earth. I am sit-

VER the dial-face of the
year, on which the hours
are months, the apex resting in sunshine, the base in withered
leaves and snows, the finger of time
does not travel with the same rapidity. Slowly it creeps up from snow
to sunshine; when it has gained the
summit it seems almost to rest for a
little; rapidly it rushes down from sunshine to the snow. Judging from my
own feelings, the distance from January to June is greater than from
June to January-the period from
Christmas to Midsummer seems
longer than the period from Midsummer to Christmas. This feeling
arises, I should fancy, from the preponderance of light on that half of
the dial on which the finger seems to
be travelling upwards, compared with
the half on which it seems to be
travelling downwards. This light
to the eye, the mind translates into
time. Summer days are long, often
• Condensed from the euay "Christmas" in
"Dreamthorp" by Alexander Smith. Reprinted
by special arrangement with D oubleday, D oran
& Company, N.Y.
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ting at this present moment with my
curtains drawn ; the cheerful fire is
winking at all the furniture in the
room, and from every leg and arm
the furniture is winking to the fire
in return. I put off the outer world
with my greatcoat and boots, and
put on contentment and idleness with
my slippers. On the hearthrug, Pepper, coiled in a shaggy ball, is asleep
in the ruddy light and heat. An
imaginative sense of the cold outside
increases my present comfort-just
as one never hugs one's own good
luck so affectionately as when listening to the relation of some horrible
misfortune which has overtaken
others. Winter has fallen on Dreamthorp, and it looks as pretty when
covered with snow, as when covered
with apple blossom. Outside, the
ground is hard as iron ; and over the
low dark hill, lo ! the tender radiance
that precedes the moon. Every window in the little village has its light,
and to the traveller coming on, enveloped in his breath, the whole
place shines like a congregation of
glow-worms. A pleasant enough
sight to him if his home be there !
And, in truth, it is in its pictorial
aspect that I chiefly love the bleak
season. As an artist, winter can match
summer any day. The heavy, feathery
flakes have been falling all the night
through, we shall suppose, and when
you get up in the morning the world
is draped in white. What a sight it
is ! It is the world you knew, but yet
a different one. The familiar look has
gone, and another has taken its

place; and a not unpleasant puzzlement arises in your mind, born of
the patent and the remembered aspect. It reminds you of a friend who
has been suddenly placed in new
circumstances, in whom there is
much that you recognize, and much
that is entirely strange. How purely,
divinely white when the last snowflake has just fallen! How exquisite
and virginal the repose! It touches
you like some perfection of music.
And winter does not work only on a
broad scale; he is careful in trifles.
Pluck a single ivy leaf from the old
wall, and see what a jeweller he is!
How he has silvered over the darkgreen reticulations with his frosts !
The faggot which the tramp gathers
for his fire is thicklier incrusted with
gems than ever was sceptre of the
Moguls. Go into the woods, and behold on the black boughs his glories
of pearl and diamond-pendant
splendours that, smitten by the noonray, melt into tears and fall but to
congeal into splendours again. N or
does he work in black and white
alone. He has on his palette more
gorgeous colours than those in which
swim the summer setting suns ; and
with these, about three o'clock, he
begins to adorn his west, sticking his
red hot ball of a sun in the very
midst; and a couple of hours later,
when the orb has fallen, and the
flaming crimson has mellowed into
liquid orange, you can see the black
skeletons of trees scribbled upon the
melancholy glory. Nor need I speak
of the magnificence of a winter mid-

j
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night, when space, sombre blue,
crowded with star and planet, "burnished by the frost," is glittering like
the harness of an archangel full
panoplied against a battle day.

Other Christmas Nights
Sitting here, I incontinently find
myself holding a levee of departed
Christmas nights. Silently, and without special call, into my study of
imagination come these apparitions,
clad in snowy mantles, broached and
gemmed with frosts. Their numbers
I do not care to count, for I know
they are the numbers of my years.
The visages of two or three are sad
enough, but on the whole 'tis a congregation of jolly ghosts. The nostrils of my memory are assailed by
a faint odour of plum-pudding and
burnt brandy. I hear a sound as of
light music, a whisk of women's
dresses whirled round in dance, a
click as of glasses pledged by friends.
Before one of these apparitions is a
mound, as of a new-made grave, on
which the snow is lying. I know, I
know! Drape thyself not in white
like the others, but in mourning stole
of crape; and instead of dance music,
let there haunt around thee the
service for the dead ! I know that
sprig of Mistletoe, 0 Spirit in the
midst! Under it I swung the girl
I loved-girl no more now than I
am boy-and kissed her spite of
blush and pretty shriek. And thee,
too, with fragrant trencher in hand,
over which blue tongues of flame are
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playing, do I know-most ancient
apparition of them all. I remember
thy reigning night. Back to very days
of childhood am I taken by the
ghostly raisins simmering in a
ghostly brandy flame. Where now the
merry boys and girls that thrust their
fingers in the blaze? And now, when
I think of it, thee would I drape in
black raiment, around thee also would
I make the burial service murmur.
Every experience is an anchor to
hold man the more firmly to existence.
It is for this reason that we hold our
sacred days, silent and solitary anniversaries of joy and bitterness, renewing ourselves thereby, going back
upon ourselves, living over again the
memorable experience. The full yellow moon of next September will
gather into itself the light of the full
yellow moons of Septembers long
ago. In this Christmas night all the
other Christmas nights of my life
live. How warm, breathing, full of
myself is the year 1862, now almost
gone! How bare, cheerless, unknown, the year 1863, about to come
in ! It stretches before me in imagination like some great, gaunt untenanted ruin of a Colosseum, in which
no footstep falls, no voice is heard ;
and by this night year its naked
chambers and windows, three hundred and sixty-five in number, will be
clothed all over, and hidden by myself as if with covering ivies. Looking
forward into an empty year strikes one
with a certain awe, because one finds
therein no recognition. The years behind have a friendly aspect, and they
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are warmed by the fires we have
kindled, and all their echoes are the
echoes of our own voices.

Christmas 1862
This, then, is Christmas 1862.
Everything is silent in Dreamthorp.
The smith's hammer reposes beside
the anvil. The weaver's flying shuttle
is at rest. Through the clear wintry
sunshine the bells this morning rang
from the gray church tower amid the
leafless elms, and up the walk, the
villagers trooped in their best dresses
and their best faces-the latter a little
reddened by the sharp wind: mere
redness in the middle aged ; in the
maids, wonderful bloom to the eyes
of their lovers-and took their places
decently in the ancient pews. The
clerk read the beautiful prayers of our
Church, which seem more beautiful
at Christmas than at any other period. For that very feeling which
breaks down at this time the barriers
which custom, birth, or wealth have
erected between man and man, strikes
down the barrier of time which intervenes between the worshipper of today and the great body of worshippers who are at rest in their graves.
On such a day as this, hearing these
prayers, we feel a kinship with the
devout generations who heard them
long ago. The devout lips of the
Christian dead murmured the responses which we now murmur ; along
this road of prayer did their thoughts
of our innumerable dead, our brothers
and sisters in faith and hope, approach
the Maker, even as ours at present ap-

proach Him. Prayers over, the clergyman-who is no Boanerges, or Chrysostom, golden-mouthed, but a loving,
genial-hearted, pious man, the whole
extent of his life from boyhood until
now, full of charity and kindly deeds,
as autumn fields with heavy wheaten
ears; the clergyman, I say-for the
sentence is becoming unwieldy on my
hands, and one must double back to
secure connexion-read out in that
silvery voice of his, which is sweeter
than any music to my ear, those chapters of the New Testament that deal
with the birth of the Saviour. And the
red-faced rustic congregation hung on
the good man's voice as he spoke of
the Infant brought forth in a manger,
of the shining angels that appeared in
mid-air to the shepherds, of the
miraculous star that took its station in
the sky, and of the wise men who
came from afar and laid their gifts of
frankincense and myrrh at the feet of
the Child. With the story every one
was familiar, but on that day, and
backed by the persuasive melody of
the reader's voice, it seemed to all
quite new-at least, they listened attentively as if it were. The discourse
that followed possessed no remarkable thoughts ; it dealt simply with the
goodness of the Maker of heaven and
earth, and the shortness of time, with
the duties of thankfulness and charity of the poor; and I am persuaded
that every one who heard returned to
his house in a better frame of mind.
And so the service remitted us all to
our own homes, to what roast-beef
and plum-pudding slender means per-
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mitted, to gatherings around cheerful
fires, to half-pleasant, half-sad remembrances of the dead and the absent.

Milton's Hymn
This is Christmas-day, the anniversary of the world's greatest event. To
one day all the early world looked forward ; to the same day the later world
looks back. That day holds time together. Isaiah, standing on the peaks
of prophecy, looked across ruined empires and the desolations of many
centuries, and saw on the horizon the
new star arise, and was glad. On this
night eighteen hundred years ago,
Jove was discrowned, the Pagan
heaven emptied of its divinities, and
Olympus left to the solitude of its
snows. On this night, so many hundred years bygone, the despairing
voice was heard shrieking on the
Aegean, "Pan is dead, great Pan is
dead!" On this night, according to
the fine reverence of the poets, all
things that blast and blight are powerless, disarmed by sweet influences:
Some say that ever 'gainst the season
comes
Wherein our Saviour's birth is celebrated
The bird of dawning singeth all night
long;
And then they say no spirit dares stir
abroad;
The nights are wholesome; then no planets strike;
o fairy talces, nor witch hath power to
charm:
So hallow' d and so gracious is the time.

The flight of the pagan mythology
before the new faith has been a favor-
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ite subject with the poets; and it has
been my custom for many seasons to
read Milton's "Hymn to the Nativity" on the evening of Christmas Day.
The bass of heaven's deep organ seems
to blow in the lines, and slowly and
with many echoes the strain melts
into silence. To my ear the lines
sound like the full-voiced choir and
the rolling organ of a cathedral, when
the afternoon light streaming through
the painted windows fills the place
with solemn colors and masses of
gorgeous gloom. Tonight I shall float
my lonely hours away on music:
The oracles are dumb,
No voice or hideous hum
Runs through the arched roof in words
deceiving:
Apollo from his shrine
Can no more divine
With hollow shriek the steep of
Delphos leaving.
No nightly trance or breathed spell
Inspires the page-eyed priest from the
prophetic cell.
The lonely mountains o'er,
And the resounding shore,
A voice of weeping heard and loud
lament:
From haunted spring, and dale
Edged with poplars pale,
The parting genius is with sighing sent:
With Bower-enwoven tresses torn
The nymphs in twilight shades of tangled
thickets mourn.
Peor and Baalim
Forsake their temples dim
With that twice-batter' d god of Palestine;
And mooned Ashtaroth,
Heaven's queen and mother
both,
Now sits not girt with tapers' holy
shine!
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The Lybic Hammon shrinks his horn,
In vain the Tyrian maids their wounded
Thammuz mourn.
And sullen Moloch, fled,
Hath left in shadows dread
His burning idol, all of blackest hue:
In vain with cymbals' ring
They call the grisly king
In dismal dance about the furnace blue:
The brutish gods of Nile as fast,
Isis, and Orus, and the dog Anubis haste.
He feels from Juda's land
The dreaded Infant's hand,
The rays of Bethlehem blind his dusky
eyne:
Nor all the gods beside
Dare longer there abide,
Not Typhon huge ending in snaky
twine.
Our Babe to shew His Godhead true
Can in His swaddling bands control the
damned crew.

Christmas and the Cross
"The Cross leads generations on."
I own that it is with a somewhat
saddened heart that I pass my
thoughts around the globe, and consider how distant is yet that triumph.
There are the realms on which the
Crescent beams, the monstrous manyheaded gods of India, the Chinaman's
heathenism, the African's devil-rites.
These are, to a large extent, principalities and powers of darkness with
which our religion has never been
brought into collision, save at trivial
and far-separated points, and in these
cases the attack has never been made
in strength. But what of our own
Europe-the home of philosophy, of
poetry, and painting? Europe, which
has produced Greece, and Rome, and

England's centuries of glory; which
has been illumined by the fires of
martyrdom; which has heard a Luther
preach; which has listened to Dante's
··mystic unfathomable song"; to which
Milton has opened the door of heaven
-what of it? And what, too, of that
younger America, starting in its career with all our good things, and
enfranchised of many of our evils?
Did not the December sun now shining look down on thousands slaughtered at Fredericksburg, in a most
mad, most incomprehensible quarrel ?
And is not the public air which European nations breathe at this moment,
as it has been for several years back,
charged with thunder? Despots are
plotting, ships are building, man's ingenuity is bent, as it never was bent
before, on the invention and improvement of instruments of death; Europe
is bristling with five millions of
bayonets: and this is the condition of
a world for which the Son of God
died eighteen hundred and sixty-two
years ago ! There is no mystery of
Providence so inscrutable as this; and
yet, is not the very sense of its mournfulness a proof that the spirit of
Christianity is living in the minds of
men? For, of a verity, military glory
is becoming in our best thoughts a
bloody rag, and conquest the first in
the catalogue of mighty crimes, and a
throned tyrant, with armies, and treasures, and the cheers of millions rising
up like a cloud of incense around him,
but a mark for the thunderbolt of Almighty God-in reality poorer than
Lazarus stretched at the gate of Dives.
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Besides, all these things are getting
themselves to some extent mitigated.
Florence Nightingale-for the first
time in the history of the worldwalks through the Scutari hospitals,
and "poor, noble, wounded, and sick
men,'' to use her Majesty's tender
phrases, kiss her shadow as it falls on
them. The Emperor Napoleon does
not make war to employ his armies, or
to consolidate his power; he does so
far the sake of an "idea" more or less
generous and disinterested. The soul
of mankind would revolt at the blunt,
naked truth; and the taciturn emperor
knows this, as he knows most things.
This imperial hypocrisy, like every
other hypocrisy, is a homage which
vice pays to virtue. There cannot be a
doubt that when the political crimes
of kings and governments, the sores
that fester in the heart of society, and
all "the burden of the unintelligible
world," weigh heaviest on the mind,
we have to thank Christianity for it.
That pure light makes visible the
darkness. The Sermon on the Mount
makes the morality of the nations
ghastly. The Divine love makes human hate stand out in dark relief.
This sadness, in the essence of it
nobler than any joy, is the heritage
of the Christian. An ancient Roman
could not have felt so. Everything
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runs on smoothly enough so long as
Jove wields the thunder. But Venus,
Mars, and Minerva are far behind us
now ; the Cross is before us ; and selfdenial and sorrow for sin, and the remembrance of the poor, and the
cleansing of our own hearts, are duties
incumbent upon every one of us. If
the Christian is less happy than the
pagan, and at times I think he is so,
it arises from the reproach of the
Christian's unreached ideal, and from
the stings of his finer and more scrupulous conscience.His whole moral organization 1s finer, and he must pay the
noble penalty of finer organizations.
By this time I should think every
Christmas dinner at Dreamthorp or
elsewhere has come to an end. Hark !
midnight from the church tower vibrates through the frosty air. I look
out on the brilliant heaven, and see a
milky way of powdery splendour
wandering through it, and clusters and
knots of stars and planets shining
serenely in the blue frosty spaces; and
the armed apparition of Orion, his
spear pointing away into immeasurable space, gleaming overhead; and
the familiar constellation of the
Plough dipping down into the west;
and I think when I go in again that
there is one Christmas the less between me and my grave.

The
PILGRIM

By 0. P.

KRETZMANN

rrAll the trumpets sounded
for him on the other side"
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

De Contemptu Mundi

J T HAS become customary for the

pseudo-sophisticated to smile indulgently when a cleric or moralist
cries his bitter indignation over
manifestations of the incredible vulgarity of our age. . . . At times we
are inclined to smile with thembut only momentarily.... There are
occasions (and they are multiplying)
when an unusual event lifts the cover
of the kettle for a few days and we
glimpse a depth of barbarism, a
seething inferno, before which human decency and Christian ethic
stand aghast. . . .
itness the evidences of hate, greed, lust, ambition,
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and vulgarity at the trial of Hauptmann for the kidnapping of the
Lindbergh baby. . . . Or more recently, the trimmings of the trial of
a woman in Cincinnati who was accused of insinuating herself into the
lives of doddering old men and increasing their difficulties with judicious doses of arsenic. . . . She was
found guilty and one newspaper
reports the close of her trial: "The
jurors (eleven women and one man)
were in no apparent ~urry to get
home. They exchanged affectionate
farewells, some of the ladies putting
their arms across John Granda's
stalwart shoulders as cameras clicked.
They have formed a club, one of
them said-the A.M.H. ( Anna
Marie Hahn) club. It will meet every
October 11 in the Metropole Hotel.
On that date began the trial which
will result in Anna's electrocution in
Columbus, Ohio, if the jurors' verdict is carried out.'' . . . We are sure
that the meetings of their club will
be joyous, happy reunions. . . . Of
course, one chair should always be
reserved for the ghost of Anna Marie
Hahn ....
Are we wrong when we confess
to a cold, white hate of such manifestations of barbarism? . . . There
are certain things about the world
which a pilgrim can love-the untouched reflections of divine power
and love in
ature--the inevitable
byproducts of two thousand years of
Christianity as they are evidenced in
truth and mercy and justice among
men. . . . But it is a part of the
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Christian way to hate-not men, but
the deeds men do. . .. Sin is always
barbaric. . . . It becomes most barbaric and ugly and mean when the
hand of God lies hard upon a dying
world . . . .
We are neither optimistic nor pessimistic about the world. . . . The
Christian approach is realistic. . . .
It is important to remember that
the mills of God cannot be hurried.
. . . With that single reservation we
can today concur in St. Cyprian' s
worldview set down at a similar time
1700 years ago:
"The world itself now bears witness to its approaching end by the
evidence of its failing powers. There
is not so much rain in winter for
fertilizing the seeds, nor in summer
~s there so much warmth for ripenmg them. The springtime is no
longer so mild, nor the autumn so
rich in fruit. Less marble is quarried
from the exhausted mountains and
the dwindling supplies of gold and
silver show that the mines are worked
out and the impoverished veins of
metal diminish from day to day. The
peasant is failing and disappearing
from the fields, the sailor at sea, the
soldier in the camp, uprightness in
the forum, justice in the court, concord in friendships, skill in the arts,
discipline in morals. Can anything
that is old preserve the same powers
that it had in the prime and vigour
of its youth? It is inevitable that
whatever is tending downwards to
decay and approaches its end must
decrease in strength, like the setting
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sun and the waning moon, and the
dying tree and the failing stream.
This is the sentence passed on the
world; this is God's law: that all
that has risen should fall and that all
that has grown should wax old, and
that strong things should become
weak and great things should become small, and that when they have
been weakened and diminished they
should come to an end."

Concerning Books
JN A few years the Western world
will commemorate the 500th anniversary of the invention of movable types. . . . Something worth
celebrating-with the voice of an occasional mourner heard in the streets.
. . . The captains and the kings
depart, empires crumble into dust,
but the power of books, good and
bad, remains. . . There is a glory in
books-the happiness of quiet communion with great souls, the clear,
clean joy which can come from hearing across the gulf of years the
voices of men and women who would
not be stilled in death. . . . A line
springs from a page which brings
"thoughts that lie too deep for tears"
or opens the "arch wherethrough
gleams that untraveled world whose
margin fades forever and forever."
... To read in the twentieth century
is to leave motion pictures, radios,
carburetors, ice cream sodas, beer,
and machines for the shining experience of walking with the un-
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counted host of the magnificent dead
and the eloquent living. . . . Good
books are immortal. . . . It is 193 7
in Chicago-but Cooper's Indians are
still stalking through the pines of
the Mohawk Valley; Tom Sawyer
and Huckleberry Finn are still whitewashing fences and exploring caves
along Old Man River; Hamlet is still
rushing insanely about the castle,
speaking the sanest English in all
literature; the porter in Macbeth is
still walking across the cold stones
at dawn to answer the weird knocking on the door; the hunchback is
still climbing madly over the gargoyles of Notre Dame; the cold
winds still whistle through the rigging of Conrad's ships .... And all
these ( and many more) are infinitely
preferable to psychological studies of
the emotional life of the young man
with adenoids who killed his grandmother because she ate peas with
a knife. . . . So we shall join in
the celebration of 500 years of books
-with an occasional word of anger
or sorrow over the seemingly infinite
capacity of men for writing books
that are bad. . . .
Books can do many things. . . .
Not the least is the ease with which
they can bridge the years. . . . We
were reminded of that when we saw
the story of the advertising Brentano' s in New York gave Wilfred
Funk's So You Think It's
ew.
... Mr. Funk's thesis was set down
by the Preacher long ago: "The thing
that hath been, it is that which shall
be; and that which is done is that

which shall be done; and there is no
new thing under the sun." . . . Since
Mr. Funk had discovered that there
were strikes in ancient Rome, Brentano's advertised his book by means
of a sandwich man who carried a
sign "Chariot Drivers on Strike.
Caesar's Imperial Operators, Local
CXLVII." The initials of the union
name were large, so that the letters
"CIO" stood out prominently. . . .
Not bad . . . . The Preacher was
right. .. .
Still about books. . . . Publishers'
Weekly regularly brings statistical information concerning the publication
of books in America. . . . During the
first ten months of 1937, 8997 books
were published-about 30 every day.
. . . For the corresponding period
in 1936 the figure was 8501-an increase of 496 for 193 7. . .. It is
deeply significant to note that more
than fifty per cent of this increase
was in the two fields of Religion and
Economics. . . . Religious books
jumped from 562 to 659-books on
Sociology and Economics from 433
to 582-a total increase in these two
brackets of 251. . . . PtJblishers'
Weekly lists twenty-three classifications-and of these twenty-three only
three, Fiction (1697}, Juvenile
(769) and History (776)-exceed
in number the total of religious
books published from January to
October A.D. 193 7. . . . These are
the facts. . . . What conclusions are
to be drawn ? . . . There should be
some . . . e shall be happy to hear
them ....
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terms "bull," "tripe," "bunk," and
"hooey." . . . "Bull" comes either
LOOKING about us for signs of from Homer (which is doubtful)
returning sanity we have lately or from the Spanish "bulla." . . .
become much interested in press re- Newspaper men hold that "bull" is
ports of the formation of Booing "slight stuff which its authors know
Clubs throughout the country. . . . is unsound and do not take seriously,
Apparently the idea was born in and which is printed only to fill
Little Rock, Arkansas. . . . It seems
space in a way that is appealing and
that the club goes to the movies in
agreeable to a low order of intellia body and sits quietly through the
gence and taste." . . . Mr. Nock
entertainment features of the proreports that his friend Bill has ingram. . . . As soon, however, as
vented a machine called the oxomadvertising begins to appear on the
eter, which will "cause bull to
screen it boos--singly and en masse,
disappear instantly from a printed
loudly and long. . . . The idea has
or written page by some process that
enormous possibilities-and America
appears to be like volatilization, leavhas been quick to see them. . . .
Perhaps this is what we have missed ing all residual sound matter unaffected." . . . When he and Bill
all our life-a good loud booing club
th at will go where we go and boo applied the machine to a novel by a
what we want to boo . . . . Charter writer who had become famous for
m~mbership is now open. . . . Ap- fiction in popular magazines, whole
plicants ought to be ready to boo pages immediately turned blank,
people who always ''view with leaving only a stray sentence or word
a~arm"-people who see Commu- here and there. . . . When they placed
nism is every bit of red flannel- it before the radio and listened to
people who blow their horns at in- the voice of one of our principal
tersections as soon as the light politicians "the voice went dead, and
c~;nges-E~nest Hemingway-peo- we heard nothing for eight minutes,
P w_ho_ believe the Saturday Evening when suddenly one stanza of a poem
~~st ts t~spired-people who say the came through-it was quoted-and
urch ts bad because there are some then silence again." . . . Everything
bad people in it-and so forth. else was intercepted by the oxometer.
· · · Tremendous vistas are opening ... Mr. Nock remarks that "imaginabefore us
tion almost recoils on itself in con· 1s
· 1·1tt1e connection, templating the immensity of the field
b Perhap~ .·th·ere
ut all this reminds us of Albert which the oxometer has opened beJay ~ck's article in the September fore it." . . . What will happen to
Atlantrc "The Oxometer ,,
our newspapers, our forums, our
r. ock distinguishes sharpiy th~ schools and colleges, our learned pro-
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f essions, our world of commerce and
business, our family life, when the
oxometer finally reaches the market ?

Staff's End
DID Sir Francis Bacon write the
plays usually attributed to Shakespeare? . . . The question pops
up again and again, largely because
all Baconians have become monomaniacs .... They pore over the plays
with a magnifying glass seeking hidden allusions, cryptograms, and
double entendres . ... In his Amenities of Book-Collecting A. Edward
Newton presents an example of their
mode of procedure: Take a King
James version of the Bible, turn to the
46th Psalm, count the words from
the beginning to the 46th word, and
then count the words from the end
until you again come to the 46th word
and you will learn something. . . .
There is a high delight in hearing
old things said in a new way .... In
his Kennebec-Cradle of Americans, a grand, tough, salty book on
the Kennebec people in Maine, Robert Tristram Coffin says of his home
town; "the pines nearly encircled the
town and any day when the wind
blew, living in Brunswick was like
living in an organ." ...
These are the melancholy days
when reports of freshman examinations reach us. . . . E.g.: "He abandoned the world and devoted his life
to the anchovies in the desert." ...

0 r: "Tarzan is a short name for the
American flag. Its full name is the
Tarzan Stripes." ...
Is there any reason why we should
like Chesterton's remark that "it is
tragic that radio was invented just at
that moment in the history of the
world when no one had anything to
say"? . . . Not quite true-but true
enough to cause a moment of wonder....
Not so long ago Heywood Broun,
writing in the New Republic, rolled
up his sleeves, spit on his hands, and
swung the club on his fellow columnists throughout the land. . . . He
· paid particular attention to Dorothy
Thompson, and we found ourself in
delighted agreement. . . . He noted
that after she was thrown out of Germany she began to talk-in the
press, on the air, on the platformand she has not stopped since. . . .
In fact, her desire to talk anywhere,
any time, on any subject has become
so evident that Broun says: "Of late
I always sit tense and worried in that
interval at Episcopalian weddings
where the minister pauses and asks
if anybody has anything to say, and
I look around furtively to see if by
any chance Miss Thompson is among
the congregation."
A press release from the Macmillan Company reports that the following adjectives have been used by
reviewers in describing A Cardinal
of the Medici by Mrs. Hicks Beach:
"Absorbing, Arresting, Authentic,
Appealing, Accurate, Amazing, Beautiful, Brilliant, Captivating, Color-
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fol, Delightful, Delicate, Dramatic,
Distinguished, Engaging, Engrossing, Exciting, Enchanting, Endearing,
Effective, Fine, Fullbodied, Fresh,
Fascinating, Graphic, Good, Glamorous, Harmonious, Important, Impressive, Illuminating, Intimate, Invaluable, a Joy, Kaleidoscopic, Living,
Limpid, Lovely, Languorous, Lusty,
Moving, Monumental, Masterful,
Notable,
Outstanding,
Opulent,
Poignant, Penetrating, Picturesque,
Pulsating, Quiet, Rich, Rare, Recommended, Sensitive, Spirited, Stimulating, Skillful, Sympathetic, Stately,
Splendid, Turbulent, Thoughtful,
Tremendous, Unforgettable, Unusual,
Uncommon,
Vibrant,
Valuable,
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Vivid, Well Rounded, Wise, Well
Documented, Exquisite." ... All of
which makes it possible for us to
write a one word review of the
book: Terrible.
They say that the day of the
rugged individualist is done. .
Perhaps it is better so .... We confess, however, to a secret pleasure
when evidences appear that he is not
quite dead. . . . In that spirit we
salute the anonymous lonely soul
whose defiant lines we ran across
recently:
I eat my peas with honey
I've done it all my life.
It makes the peas taste funny
But keeps them on the knife.

* * *
On Christmas Night
"Glory to God in the highest!"
So the angel-choirs chant the theme
And stars sing in their silent way,
And hills awaken from their winter dream.
"Glory to God in the highest!"
So the anthem leaps from heart to heart
And runs like a hungry fire
Along the hearthstone, road, and mart.
"Glory to God in the highest!"
HELEN MYRTIS LANGE

A philosopher considers the ancient problem
of the life of the Mind and of the Spirit.

Reason and Beyond
By An.

HAENTZSCHEL

HEN one raises the question,
What distinguishes man
from the animals ? one is
likely to receive a variety of answers.
On one point of difference, however,
there will be general agreement: man
has the ability to reason, and animals
have it not. Animals are guided only
by instinct and habit, and therefore
their lives are restricted within narrow bounds ; man, however, through
the use of his intelligence, can rise to
an ever fuller understanding of the
world about him and its ways and
shape his life accordingly. His is the
ability to search for truth and, in a
measure, to find it. Modern Western
culture gives astounding evidence of
what the human intellect can do, and
only the future can tell what further
triumphs may be within its reach.
But the satisfaction which one may
well feel at the progress made by man
in so many fields, is marred by a disturbing fact. It appears as if the intellect, which has gained for man such
knowledge and mastery in the visible
world, is hostile to certain interests
which are especially dear to us and

which loom large in our lives. They
are the so-called values-spiritual,
moral, religious convictions and attitudes. These seem to be invalidated,
or at least to be drawn in question, so
that the same intellect which enriches
us in the world of things appears to
make us poorer in the realm of values.
In face of this situation, men react
in different ways. Some give the intellect full sway, except in certain fields,
say in religion. Then, when they deal
with religious matters, they close the
door, as it were, on their intellectual
standards and apply a different set of
principles. This shift they are not able
to justify to themselves, and so they
preserve their inward peace by not
permitting themselves to become
clearly aware of their lack of consistency. They have no unified standard
of truth, but theirs is a divided allegiance. Their minds are said to be
compartmental, and only by a kind of
intellectual sleight of hand can they
avert an inner conflict. There are
others who keenly feel the inconsistency of such an attitude and who see
no other way of removing the values

W
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from the corrosive influence of the intellect. They believe that the authority
of the intellect should be acknowledged as everywhere supreme and the
consequences, whatever they may be,
be accepted as a matter of intellectual
honesty. Acting on these principles,
they bid farewell, perhaps regretfully
and with a sense of deepest loss, to
ideals and convictions that were once
the light of their way.
Does the choice necessarily lie
between these two attitudes? If it
were so, then the latter alternative
would commend itself as the only
one that an honest man could choose.
But fortunately we are not reduced to
this narrow choice, for a third course
lies open to us which, in harmony
with the facts, secures to reason its
just claims and, at the same time, conserves the values. To present and validate this course, it will be necessary
that we try to become clear on the nature and province of reason.

Reason and Experience
To reason is to discover new
know ledge by putting together items
of knowledge that we already possess.
We constantly have the experience
that when we consider in conjunction
two or more things which we know,
we suddenly become aware of some
new truth that follows out of this
combined consideration of things already familiar. If for instance a certain food disagre;s with us and' we determine its identity by recalling on
what occasions we were distressed we

'
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have reasoned. Newton reasoned that
the moon's attraction caused the tides
by bringing the phenomenon of gravitation together in his mind with the
fact that the movements of the moon
and of the tides are related.
Now how does reasoning come
about? The capacity to reason is evidently inborn, but the development of
that capacity takes place through
man's experiences in life. This development begins practically at birth.
A normal infant is so constituted that
the impressions that come to it
-through its senses register themselves,
so to say, on its nervous system, or,
in other words, are remembered.
These memories, in all probability, are
at first not conscious, and yet, through
their storing-up, the infant slowly becomes acquainted with its surroundings and reacts to them in more and
more ways. Not only, in this manner,
are the physical realities around the
infant impressed on it, but also regular relationships that hold between
them and ways in which they bring
about changes in one another. So repeated experience in time brings home
to the child the fact that fire burns,
that water puts out fire, and so on.
Such uniform connections, which are
found to hold good in the world,
come to be expected and to be taken
into account, at first without consciousness, and then consciously.
When this procedure has reached the
point where it takes place consciously
and new situations are judged on the
basis of past experiences and new insights are formed out of the old, then
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full-fledged reasoning is taking place.
Reasoning, accordingly, is not a
mysterious power with unlimited potentialities, but it arises out of sense
experience. As a result, its methods
of procedure and its judgments are
molded by sense experience and reflect
its character. It can be valid, therefore, only within the range of sense
experience or of such other experiences as may conform to the same
principles. Any claim that reason is
the only source of knowledge and
truth, or even that it is the final court
of appeal in the forum of truth, finds
no support in an analysis of its origin
and nature. Since reason arises out
of experience and only undertakes to
apply to later experiences the principles which it has drawn out of
earlier ones, it is evidently secondary
to experience, dependent on it, and
subject to its deliverances. It is consequently not within the province of
reason to set limits to the possibilities
of experience, to say what kind of
things there may or may not be in the
universe. If, for instance, the claim is
made, in the name of reason, that all
that exists must be of the same order
as the things in the sense world and
must conform to the same laws, then
that is an entirely unwarranted assumption. It is, in effect, an effort to
legislate for all possible experiences
on the basis of one kind of experience.

The Last ]ttdge
That experience, not reason, must
be the final resort, is shown by the

fact that reason can never prove that
anything exists or does not exist. If
this consideration is new to someone,
let him try to devise an argument to
prove that he himself exists. He will
find, of course, that any train of
reasoning on which he embarks will
presuppose the very fact which he
undertakes to prove and will, therefore, fail of its purpose. The discovery that no rational proof of his
existence is possible, will, nevertheless, not unsettle him and cause him
to be overwhelmed with grave doubts
as to whether he has any right to consider himself real after this. He will
not be tempted to catalogue himself
henceforth as a fiction for the very
good reason that he experiences himself as existing and that experience
completely validates itself. It needs no
support from reason and, indeed, can
receive none from it.
We are in the same situation with
regard to the outer world, to our inner
life, or to any other form of existence. We accept them as factual because we experience them, and if we
did not experience them, no process
of reasoning could be substituted as
conclusive proof. So the existence of
color cannot possibly be demonstrated to those who are born blind ;
they must accept it, if at all, on faith
in the reports of others. With those
of us who see, on the other hand, almost every waking moment bears witness to the reality of color. It is, accordingly for experience to deal with
existence, and the province of reason
is to concern itself with the relation-
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ships that obtain between things that
experience has brought to notice.
That the authority of experience is
supreme over reason, no one would
dream of denying in practice when
existence is in question. Whenever experience conflicts with a conviction arrived at on rational grounds, the conviction is discarded as obviously false.
Before Roentgen's time most people
would have unhesitatingly declared
that a light with the power to shine
through opaque substances was
beyond the bounds of possibility, but
when X-rays had been discovered, no
one had the temerity to try to disprove
them by reasoning. When Thomas
Edison first thought of making a .filament lamp, the physicists of Yale
proved to him, to their own satisfaction, that such a thing would be impossible. When Edison, however, had
successfully made such a lamp, the
reasons that they had given had to be
admitted as false in the face of the
verdict of experience. About the only
way to avoid the irresistible impact of
experience on opinions that are at
variance with it, is to take the course
elected by a notable man in Galileo's
day. The thinkers of that time
reasoned that the sun must move
around the earth, but Galileo's telescope revealed phenomena that did
not agree with their contention. How
one of them solved the difficulty,
Galileo relates in a letter to his friend
K~pler: "Oh, my dear Kepler, how I
wish e could have one hearty laugh
t~gether ! Here, at Padua, is the principal professor of philosophy whom I
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have repeatedly and urgently requested to look at the moons and
planets through my glass, which he
pertinaceously refuses to do. Why are
you not here? What shouts of laughter we should have at this glorious
folly!" The professor evidently was
so fond of his reasonings that he
could not bear to have them disproved, and the only way he could
preserve them was to refuse to let
experience speak to him.

Right and Wrong
Let us see to what results our considerations lead us. Reason, we have
seen, arises out of experiences of the
senses, and it draws its principles
from the relationships that obtain
there. The sense world is, accordingly, the proper sphere of its activity.
In that field it is of invaluable service
to man, and the more he gives room
to it, the more will he grow in knowledge and in his mastery over his surroundings. But as to what may lie
beyond the sense world, it is not for
reason to say. That is the prerogative of experience, and experience
speaks for itself. In the sense world,
for instance, one meets with no such
thing as choice, for effects seem to
be rigidly determined by causes. Only
recently has this rule been questioned
in science. But even if everything were
predetermined in the material world,
it would not follow that the same
condition holds good in the inner life
of man and that, therefore, man labors
under a delusion if he believes that
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he can choose and that his will is free.
On the contrary, man is justified in
accepting the deliverance of his consciousness that, with certain limitations, he has freedom of choice and
will.
Or, again, in the material world
around us the ideas of right and
wrong have no place. The stone that
rolls down the mountainside and kills
has not offended against the moral
law. The fox that raids the hen-coop
is not, in the proper sense of the word,
a thief. But it does not follow that
therefore the concepts of right and
wrong are nowhere built into the
structure of the universe but are only
notions superadded by men as the
result of custom and training. If men
hear an inner voice that judges them
and holds them accountable to a law
that transcends the will of mankind

and that enforces itself with sanctions
which point beyond the space of this
life, then they do well to weigh the
authority of that voice by the character of its own utterances and not by
what principles have been gleaned
from the sense world.
And if there come to men inner
experiences that witness to the presence and activity of a spiritual being
of supreme majesty and authority, is
it not for them to heed and obey their
guidance? To do so is neither reasonable nor unreasonable, for reason does
not enter into the picture, but it is in
keeping with the demands of the experience. Only experience can tell us
how rich and many-sided the universe may be, and only by letting it
speak to us without interference can
we grow in the know ledge of the
truth.

* * *
A Hint for Hollywood
The Manchester Guardian suggests that "Hollywood producers, seeking material to meet the new prohibition of kissing on the studio sets in order to avoid infection, might do
worse than cast an eye over the novels of Jane Austin. The
late A. B. Walkley," it goes to say, "once pointed out that
there is only one kiss in the whole of Austin's novels, and
that is not a lover's. Yet Jane did not bring her heroines through
without leading them into temptation." "I have reckoned up
five-and-twenty shrubberies in the novels," declared Walkley.
"Twenty-five shrubberies and not one kiss! These are notable
statistics!" The Guardian adds, "But no reputable critic is
likely to accuse Pride and Prejudice of any lack of love interest."

latter instrument without understanding the principles on which it is based.
Well informed people know that it is
impossible to transmit the human
voice over wires as may be done with
dots and dashes and signals of the
Morse Code, and that, were it possible
to do so, the thing would be of no
practical value. The authorities who
apprehended this criminal are to be
congratulated, and it is hoped that his
punishment will be proper and fitting,
that it may serve as an example to
other conscienceless schemers who enrich themselves at the expense of their
fell ow-creatures.

THE

ALEMBIC
By THEODORE GRAEBNER

* * *

I crave the reader's pardon. The
above is-not fiction, indeed, but is a
news item printed in a Boston daily
just seventy years ago.
"It is impossible"-"were it possible it would have no practical value"
-every step of progress in civilization
was gained in the face of such criticism.
"Civilization is one long record of
protested checks," says Papini, using
a metaphor from banking, and Edward E. Slosson used to say that when
a new idea is proposed to the world
it starts with a handicap of about one
billion eight hundred million adverse
votes. The clamor is reinforced by the
"expert" opinion of some "authority"
on the subject, who learnedly declares
it can't be done.
One is tempted to ask with the
Captain in the "Mikado" :

"The world cares little for anything a man has to utter that
has not previously been distilled in the alembic of his
life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

Swindler Claims to Send
Voice Over Wire. A man about
forty-six years of age, giving the name
of Joshua Coppersmith, has been
arrested in New York for attempting
to extort funds from ignorant and
superstitious people by· exhibiting a
device which he says will convey the
human voice any distance over metallic
wires so that it will be heard by the
listener on the other end. He calls the
instrument a telephone which is obviously intended to imitate the word
telegraph and win the confidence of
those who know the success of the

Is it weakness of intel/.ect, birdie, I cried,
Or a hard little worm in your little inside?
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What makes people rise in opposition against every move that means a
change from present methods and
practices?
The boner about the possibility of
operating a "telephone" was pulled
by a newspaper editor. But the greatest of modern inventors took the same
attitude toward wireless communication. In 1906, when the first experiments in that direction were reported,
Thomas A. Edison was asked, "What
is the outlook for wireless telephone?" The great inventor answered,
"It does not exist!"
Lord Kelvin was quite certain that
a flying machine was a physical impossibility. He proved it to his own
satisfaction by the laws of physics.
Kelvin's announcement was seconded
in America by Simon Newcomb, chief
astronomer at the United States Naval
Observatory.
The new advances of experimental
biology, physics, and chemistry have
at each stage been rejected a priori as
being incompatible with science.
In a lecture in 1827 at the Academy
of Sciences, Girard asserted it to be
folly to suppose that water could be
led to the upper floors of houses by
pipes.
In 1840 J. Mueller declared that the
speed of nerve impulses could never
be measured. Today I have a friend
laboring under the Rockefeller Foundation in a laboratory built for him
by Washington University, St. Louis,
for this very department of science,
the measurement of nerve impulses,
and he has associated with him a

Doctor of Mathematics to compute his
graphs.
The existence of the meteorites was
denied less than 150 years ago. The
Paris Academy of Sciences 1800 A.D.
objected strenuously to the notion that
"stones have been observed to fall
from heaven."
When Bessel announced the existence of double stars his colleague Lalande in Paris brushed the suggestion
coolly aside with the words "We
don't believe in such things." Also
German astronomers became hilarious
over Bessel's discovery. Today every
observatory has a list of binary
systems.
They declared Daguerre mentally
unbalanced because he was experimenting with photography. Leading
physicists of Germany pronounced as
a fantastic speculation the doctrine of
the conservation of energy announced
by Helmholtz. When Harvey announced the circulation of the blood,
the "great and learned physicians"
laughed at him, declared that the
blood is in the body like the juice in
an orange-and they went on with
their "bloodletting" first on one side
and then on the other, to keep the
juice evenly distributed. They killed
George Washington that way. When
Pasteur announced his discovery of
disease germs, the doctors denounced
him and advised him to "stick to his
chemistry and things that he was able
to understand." The action of
microbes was contested for twenty
years by all the scientists of all the
academies. Now comes Dr. Carrel, the
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great French surgeon, to announce a
new system of treating deep wounds
that does away with fifty per cent of
the amputations. Dr. Carrel mentions
the fact that the use of this new idea
has been much delayed because "the
lights of the medical profession" have
steadily opposed it.
All of which is submitted for the
benefit of those who charge the
Christian Church with having opposed
progress. Science has its bigots, and
what bigots they are ! Read the debates between the vitalists and the
mechanists in the hierarchy of the
biologists, or the disputations waged
between the classical (Newton) and
the new (Relativity) physicists. If
these experiments fail to satisfy the
bigot-hunter, an interview with Watson on psychoanalysis or with Freud
on behaviorism would disclose that
heat can be put into words as well as
fagots. But in science such acrimony
is called "the defense of hypothesis"
- "the scientific method questing for
truth"-"open-minded to any new
data," -but with a peculiar ability in
the selection of data!

•
Light From the Orient.
While the collection of Theosophic
essays by Sinnett, Esoteric Buddhism,
m~y not stack up very high either as
Science or Theology, it serves an eminent purpose as a cure for the blues.
Not. only is the sinking of the great
continent of Atlantis and of another
continent Lemuria in the Indian
Ocean- the Atlantis 11,466 years ago
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and the other 700,000 years earliertreated with all the respect due a
simple fact in physics, but the existence of six extra planets in the chain
of which the earth is a member is
taught. Then there is the very important relation sustained by the moon to
the earth. "It is the moon," writes
Madame Blavatsky, "that plays the
largest and most important part, as
well in the formation of the earth
itself, as in the peopling thereof with
human beings." But Jules Verne is
outdone by the importance given to
a deep orifice in the polar regions.
"It has been vaguely known," says
Sinnett, "by occult students for a long
time that in the neighborhood of the
north pole there is an orifice in the
ground penetrating to inconceivable
depths. This wonderful shaft has been
regarded as fulfilling some mysterious
need of the earth, analogous to breathing, and it has been supposed that a
similar shaft connects the south pole
with the interior."

•
Realities. "Nothing that is
discovered in a test-tube or found in
a crucible is going to discredit the
truth that is in our Christian hope."
Dr. Petty.

•

Cigarettes and Sex Appeal.
A few months ago a cigarette advertisement appeared in the daily
papers, blocking in heavy letters the
words, "Keep Kissable," across entire pages. At first the advertisement
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seemed ludicrous, and then slowly but
surely the insult in it became obvious.
An advertising man had evidently
looked out over America, with its one
hundred and twenty millions of potential consumers, and concluded that
a goodly number of them had a sex
complex, and that the best method to
sell his product would be to appeal
to the amorous and erotic in those
minds. So came the happy thought,
"Keep Kissable." It left the seriously
minded convinced that either there
was something wrong with the cigarette, and it should be investigated by
the Pure Food Department at Washington, or there was something wrong
with the advertising man, and he
ought to be psychoanalyzed. The rest
of America laughed and thought the
phrase clever. All of which is an index to what is the most profitable way
to appeal to mechanized America.

•
Those primitives. The primitive, or man in his first state, pres.umably that of a savage living in a
cave, continues to elude the archeologist. Delving down into the lower
strata of civilization often reveals an
advanced culture. In the Proceedings
of the Missouri Academy of Science
(1935, page 63) I find a note on the
early inhabitants of Missouri, older
than the Indians who succeeded them.
These, it now develops, were people
of a high culture. "They occupied
an area which apparently had its center near the present site of Memphis.
These people were most accomplished

manufacturers of pottery, far surpassing even the Indians who succeeded
them in the region. Their bowls and
water bottles were not the primitive,
crude, undecorated objects of other
Missouri Indians, but were beautifully
moulded, artistic in design, elaborately decorated, even to the use of
colors. They even modelled in clay
both human figures and those of birds
and animals. No doubt a large, highly
civilized, sedentary, agricultural people
at one time lived in southeastern
Missouri."
The real cave-man exists only in
Van Loon's History of Mankind and
in the semi-scientific texts of H. G.
Wells.

•
Note on Faith Healing. We
have not discovered any good reason
for doubting the healing powers of
Christian Science, Theosophy, Spiritism, the shoulder blade of St. Ann,
and the twisted roots of Boola-Boola,
the medicine man from the Congo.
They all have healing power. They
have real cures for imaginary diseases
and imaginary cures for real diseases.
Of course, there is a definite boundary
which separates that class of cures
which can be wrought by mental reactions, and those which cannot. In
no cases have broken bones, cancer,
spinal meningitis, scarlet fever, etc.,
been cured, nor have amputated limbs,
or even such little things as lost teeth
or lost hair been restored. It would
require supernatural power to work
( Continued on page 41)

From cover de ign "L' Art Religieux Moderne"
D ' Agnel. opyright 1936 by B. Arthaud.

by G. Arnaud

Th Fe tival of the ativity of our Lord 'Jesus Christ has
hr u ht forth the richest and finest expres ions in all art and
mu ic. Th e pa e are dedicated to all those who, in the
I n years 10ce the Holy ight, have caught again the vi ion
f the Open Heaven and heard, above the noise of modern
citie , the ng of the Beautiful Ones.

From "Christ in Recent Art" by Albert E. Bailey. Copyright 193~
by Charles Scribner's Sons.

Children, after all, come closer to the real joy of Christmas than anyone else. How proper, then, to present Fritz
von Uhde ( 1848-1911), the German artist who has given
us so many lovely pictures of children. According to Prof·
A. E. Bailey, he painted the Infancy of Jesus twenty-five
times.
This is Christmas reduced to just three people-Mary and
Joseph and the Christ Child. As in almost all Christmas
pictures since Correggio, light organizes the scene. Mary's
face and attitude proclaim another Magnificat-her hands
are folded and her head bowed in wonder as her lips prayerfully frame the words again "He that is mighty hath done
to me great things."

From "L' Art Religieux Moderne" by G. Arnaud D' Agne!. Copyright
1936 by B. Arthaud.

"The time of song has come again, for Christ has in the
manger lain." Beautifully Julian de Vriendt has caught the
singing wonder of the Holy Christmas-tide. Men and women,
young and old, little children and even babes in arms, join
in the Great "Glory be to God on high." Poverty and the
humble door-yard mean nothing for the Christ is here-Jesus, the Savior of men. This is the modern way of making
true the inspired words "Deposuit potentes de seda et exaltavit humiles." ( "Chant du Noel "-Musec de Bruxelles)

Prom "L'Art Religieux Moderne" by G. Arnaud D'Agnel. Copyright
1936
by B. Arthaud.
Chapelle du sanatorium de Passy Praz-Coutant (Haute-Savoie)

a

rail de Pierre Turpin, d'apres le carton de l'abbe Paul Pruvost.

From "The Pilgrim 's Pavement" publ ished by The
Laymen's Club.

Ori top of the rocks of Morningside Heights in N ew York
stands the great Cathedral of St. John, the Divine. The
Pavement of the Church, which costs 80,000 , contains 32,400
square feet. In the floor of the nave and aisles are set a series
of ornamental medallions . The whole floor is to symbolize the
great places of the pilgrimage in Christian History. T he me·
dallion here shown is "The Bethlehem Medallion"-five feet,
six inches in diameter "A star, with its rays, signifies the
Nativity, and three crowns the visit of the Magi." T he text
is from Isaiah 9: 6.

Courtesy of the Trustees of the Walters Art
Gallery, Baltimore.

Thi lovely silver plaque of Spanish origin in the late
XVI century is one of the most prized possession~ of the
Walter Art Gallery. It shows the shepherds in adoration before the Christ Child. The elements of wonder and awe, the
deep earne tness of men who had heard the Beautiful Ones
in i clearly marked on their faces in the original. The unknown arti t has expressed his own faith and wonder in a
1 vely medium, a precious metal for the Wonderful Gift of
G

Courtesy of the Trustees of the Walters Art
Gallery, Baltimore.

An altar piece of glazed terra-cotta executed by Andrea
della Robbia, evidently in honor of the marriage of Alessandra
Pazzi and Bartolomeo di Ros o Buondelmonte in 1483 . Thi
is done in the best manner of the period and rpea ure.
623/4 x 52¼ in . To see it in its beautiful setting io the alter
Art Gallery is a real experience.
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cures of this kind and there is nothing
supernatural in the systems referred
to, although there is a lot of psychology.
"But real physicians have pronounced this patient incurable, and
now-behold!" Do we ever forget
that comparatively few physicians are
good diagnosticians? Perhaps there is
no physician who has not been badly
deceived more than once in regard to
the nature of the disease he was trying
to treat-as the autopsy has shown.
This is only natural, since the human
body is such a highly complicated organism. Doctors often pronounce a
case hopeless, only to be surprised by
the patient's recovery. Yet faithhealers never tire of telling how this
or that doctor gave up a particular
case as hopeless. Few contrasts are
more remarkable than the scorn which
t~e average faith-healer has for physicians as healers, and the unbounded
conn.dence which he reposes in them
as diagnosticians. If he can say that
on the testimony of this or that doct?r the case "was hopeless," he cons1ders that the end of all argument;
and there are thousands who do not
~ecognize the evident fallacy involved
m such "proof."

New Names For Old. They
are having an exciting time now in
Turkey w_here the citizens are at present choo mg family names. Until now
th e rank and file have had no family
name their ancestors having con-
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tinued for centuries in the situation
and method practiced by our own
forefathers, when a boy would be
known as "John, David's son," and
his own boy in turn would be called
"Tom, John's son," and so on, which
made an interesting name change
every generation but gave no stability
to family identification. The choice for
the Turks is compulsory; if they are
neglectful a family name will be
chosen and imposed by the government. Many of the names chosen by
the citizens are strikingly like European names. Such a name as Kent ( in
Turkish it means Fatherland) ; or
Bayer ( which means Mister and
man) , indicates the surface similarity.
However, it is likely that many names
have been chosen from the ubiquitous
trade-name advertisements which
know no national barriers. Some day
we may hear of Mustapha Exlax,
Hamid Aspirin, Fatima Chesterfield,
and Lalla Vegetal. How strange, a
generation hence, to see such names in
literary and scientific rolls of honor.

•
Bismarck's Power. Says Andrew D. White in his Seven Great
Statesmen, recording personal recollections of the German chancellor:
"He possessed insight, a skill of discerning at once the central fact in any
situation or combination. Also foresight-the power of seeing how principles will work themselves out or can
be made to work themselves out. He
said: 'I began very early to be a
hunter and a fisher. In both pursuits
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waiting for the right moment is the
rub,-which I applied to politics.' "

•
And Now Extrapolation.
Since Dr. E. T. Bell, professor at the
California Institute of Technology in
his book The Search For Truth, considers it "the greatest of all vices"
for a scientist, to become guilty of extrapolation. "To extrapolate is to
invent, to imagine, to guess and
believe beyond what is given by evidence that can be tested and checked."

He says on another page: "I believe
that only that is science which can
be put to the impersonal test of objective experiment. I believe also that
scientific theories do much good-in
suggesting new experiments-as long
as they are held lightly, ready to be
discarded at a moment's notice when
contradicted by experiment. ... Hold
any theory you like, but don't believe
it is true." In other words, beware of
the tendency to yield an easy belief to
all theories with a laboratory background.

* * *
English Journalism
We have a typical example of English journalism, staid and
conservative, carefully apportionip.g space to each news item
according to its relative importance, in the Manchester Guardian. Referring to the October visit of the Duke of Windsor in
Berlin, the item is placed in the lower right hand corner of
page seven, and 2 3 lines are devoted to a brief summary of the
duke's activities. The same story received first-page prominence,
with large head-lines, and wire-photo illustrations in most of
our American newspapers.

merely follow a more or less powerful
urge to put down on paper what wells
up in their none too well equipped
heads. There are those who would
not hesitate to declare from the housetops that in Gone with the Wind or
in a doctor's dissertation there is infinitely more evidence of the ability to
think than, let us say, in Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony. And perhaps there
are some who would go so far as to
say that the slapping-together of such
ultra-shallow tosh ·as one finds in
"How to Win Friends and Influence
People" shows greater ingenuity than
is brought to light in a Bachian fugue.
To those that have such strangely
warped notions, the ability to write a
biography of Queen Victoria, to make
a million, to pitch like Carl Hubbell
or Dizzy Dean, or to win a seat on
the Supreme Court would be an
achievement worth much more to the
world at large than Schubert's Unfinished Symphony or the wizardry
of a Heifetz, a Casals, a Flagstad, a
Rachmaninoff, or a Toscanini.

MUSIC
and
Music Makers
By

WALTER

A.

HANSEN

The Work of a Competent Conductor Requires a Large Amount of Greymatter.

~ There are in this country of ours
• · altogether too many men: women,
and children who look upon music
as little more than a mere pastime.
Some have the notion that musicians
-especially those of the masculine
gender-are closely akin to freaks. As
they see it, proficiency in what is commonly known as the tonal art does not
require a particularly high type of
mentality. Many believe in their heart
of hearts that scientists lawyers industrialists, novelists, ;nd num~rous
oth~rs must be amply supplied with
brains? ?ut, to their way of thinking,
~ mus1C1an needs only a voice or an
instrument, a certain amount of talent
and the patience to devote some tim;
to practice. Composers, they suppose,

Music Has Its Fakers
Naturally, there are fakers and
) dunderheads in the world of
music, just as there are quacks in any
profession. But the fact remains that
genuine artistry postulates a large
amount of greymatter. Can it be
proved that the man who writes a
Greek grammar, a work on behaviorism, or a treatise on the possibility of
splitting the atom possesses a more
abundant share of brain power than
43
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the composer of a great symphony or
of a deathless little classic like Robert
Schumann's "Traumerei"? Gifts are
scattered and diversified in this world
of ours, and we know that properly
used ability in any field has its definite place in society. It is sheer nonsense to assume with commiserating
condescension that music is little more
than something "pretty" or "ugly"
with which to while away one's time.
If those who speak and write disparagingly of musicians in the true
sense of the word could be brought
face to face with an orchestral score,
they would soon throw up their hands
and admit: "That's beyond me!" Try
this little trick the next time you have
the opportunity. It never fails.
This article has to do with a number of the prominent conductors of
our day, and the two preceding paragraphs have been written by way of
introduction because there are so
many men and women who have no
conception of the complex and complicated work which must be done by
a competent wielder of the baton.
A conductor must be able not
only to read a score fluently but also
to hear it in his mind. As his trained
eyes dart up and down, hither and
thither, through what to the layman
appears to be a bewildering labyrinth
of staves, notes, clefs, and directions,
he must absorb what has been written,
just as one grasps the contents of a
printed page without reading the
words aloud. Before the conductor
steps upon the podium, he must
know what he wants, and, in order

to carry out his wishes, he must be
able to impress the players of the orchestra in such a way that they will
comply obediently with each and
every one of his directions. In other
words, he must have a convincing personality. Tactfulness is always in order ; but, at times, it may be necessary for him to assert himself as a
disciplinarian. It goes without saying
that he must be a thoroughly equipped
musician from the soles of his feet to
the crown of his head. The players in
our leading orchestras cannot, as a
rule, be bamboozled by empty pretentiousness, and, in more than one
respect, they have it in their power
to make or break a conductor. It
sometimes happens that a batonwielder considers it expedient to defer rather obsequiously to the wishes
of influential meddlers who may
know just a little more about music
than a porcupine knows about a
stethoscope ; but if the conductor
stoops to the role of a lickspittle and
forsakes the straight and narrow path
of artistic rectitude, he will discover,
sooner or later, that he has foolishly
handed over the cooking of his goose
to men or women who are guided
more by whims and fancies than by
sound judgment and intellectual honesty. In addition, a conductor is expected to be something of a showman.

A Master
h Let us devote

a few moments to
,;· Arturo Toscanini. There are critics
who declare without further ado that
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he is the greatest living conductor.
They may be right. But is it possible
to measure genius with a yardstick?
Is it not enough to acknowledge Toscanini as one of the elect? Superlatives
often have a way of proving themselves to be disconcertingly elastic.
Toscanini is a master. His memory
is fabulous, and he has the power to
bend an orchestra to his will. Both
his personality and his uncanny
knowledge command tremendous respect. When conducting, his eyes
glow like coals of fire. He tolerates
nothing that smacks even faintly of
carelessness or slovenliness. He is
capable of flying into furious tantrums.
Woe unto the player who crosses him!
Woe unto those who are either too
careless or too obtuse to follow his
direction to the crossing of a t and
the dotting of an i. It is said that he
is not consciously a showman ; but is
it not true that, in his case, the very
lack of this quality is, paradoxically
speaking, one of the most effective
types of showmanship? Consider how
many sorely needed shekels Toscanini has caused to flow into the
hungry tills of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra!
It is maintained by many that Toscanini's readings are objective in the
fullest sense of the word. But are
they? We know that conductors differ
in their convictions as well as in their
po~er _to compel exact responses to
thei~ :-11shes. If they are conscientious
mus1c1ans, they always strive to respect
a composer's intentions to the letter·
ye this does not imply that even ~
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Toscanini is ever able to avoid injecting a portion of his own personality
into what he does. There is no such
thing as an absolutely objective performance of any work.
A number of months ago Toscanini was induced to conduct the New
York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra for a series of recordings. The
results are remarkable in every respect.
There is subjugating eloquence in his
readings of the preludes to the first
and third acts of Lohengrin, of Siegfried's Rhine Journey and of the
marvelous Siegfried Idyll by Richard
Wagner. (Victor Album M-308). On
these discs Toscanini shows us the
overawing vastness and prodigiousness of the composer who opened up
to mankind entirely new vistas in the
domain of tonal expressiveness. The
performance of Brahms' magnificent
Variations on a Theme by Haydn
(Victor Album M-3 55) goes to the
core of the rich poetic content of the
work, and Beethoven's Seventh Symphony (Victor Album M-317) is delivered with gripping power. Yet this
commentator prefers Felix Weingartner's tempo in the middle section of
the Scherzo of the latter work. ( Columbia Album 260. Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.)

Stokowski and Koussevitzky
h If it ever happens that a substan• · tial musical background becomes
a vigorously active leaven in the civilization of these United States, much
credit will be due to the fine contribu-
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tions of Leopold Stokowski. He may
not be an ideal interpreter of the music of Mozart and Haydn; but even
a Toscanini has his weaknesses. Stokowski has shown thousands the
wondrously ravishing quality of glowing and surpassingly beautiful orchestral tone. He is one of the truly great
conductors of our time. There is a
gripping intenseness in many of his
readings, and his tempi are often
much more deliberate than those employed by others. His consummate
skill is clearly set forth in the following recordings of recent issue: Cesar
Franck's Symphony in D Minor (Victor Album M-300), Brahms' First
Symphony (Victor Album M-301),
Stravinsky's Fire Bird Suite (Victor
Album M-291), Rimsky-Korsakoff's
riotously colorful Scheherazade (Victor Album M-269), and in an admirable symphonic synthesis of music taken
from the great Modest Moussorgsky's
opera, Boris Godounow (Victor M391). Let us not overlook the album
containing Stokowski' s orchestrations
of works by Bach (Victor Album M243). This commentator, by the way,
cannot bring himself to toot into the
horn of those who condemn out of
hand the practice of arranging Bach's
compositions for the modern symphony orchestra. If the mighty Kantor
were alive today, he, too, would surely
make use of what we have. The transcriptions serve a worthy cause.
Serge Koussevitzky, of Boston, is
another artist of genuine distinction.
He has a sure instinct for proportion
and for the emphasis of salient de-

tail. He is guided by a quick sense of
what is artistically sound, by a farreaching understanding, and by a
wide-sweeping imaginative conception. In his dignified way, he sends
torrential floods of energy cascading
upon the musicians that play under
his direction. Listen, for example, to
his readings of Schubert's Unfinished
Symphony (Victor Album M-319.
Boston Orchestra), Beethoven's Eroica Symphony (Victor Album M-263.
London Philharmonic Orchestra),
Beethoven's Eighth Symphony (Victor Album M-336. Boston Orchestra), Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony
(Victor Album M-294. Boston Orchestra) , Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony and Romeo and Juliet Overture
(Victor Albums M-327 and 347.
Boston Orchestra) , and especially of
Richard Strauss' glowingly philosophical Also Sprach Zarathustra
(Victor Album M-257. Boston Orchestra).
The work of Eugene Ormandy,
Jose Iturbi, Artur Rodzinski, Bruno
Walter, John Barbirolli, and others
will be considered in a future article.

Radio Helps to Form a
Musical Backbone in
Our Country

h The current radio season is unusu11' ally rich in substantial musical
fare.
Since October 24, CBS has been
broadcasting the Sunday afternoon
concerts of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra from
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Carnegie Hall. There will be more to
say about the conducting of John
Barbirolli in a later issue of THE
CRESSET. For the present, therefore,
it will be sufficient to mention some
of the new works he has selected for
first performances during the 1937-38
season. They are: Symphony in A
Major, by the 24-year old Gardner
Read, Symphony No. 3 ("Lincoln"),
by Daniel Gregory Mason, a revised
version of Abram Chasins' Second
Concerto, Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta, by Bela Bartok,
Symphony No. 2, by Francesco Malipiero, a symphony from the pen of
Arnold Bax, Variations on an Old
Slave Song, by the late Frederick
Delius, and new works by Deems Taylor, Eugene Goossens, and Francis
Poulenc. Needless to say, Mr. Barbirolli is again taking up the cudgels for
English composers; and it may be
added here that these gentlemen have
been and continue to be, in need of
prodding of some kind. Much of the
music handed down to us by Sir Edward Elgar, for example, smells
strongly of the lamp, and, in the humble opinion of this commentator, a
goodly amount of the writing done
by Ralph Vaughan Williams has at
least something in common with the
peasoup fogs of London.
Georges Enesco, who will conduct
the
ew York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra for four of the 28
scheduled Sunday afternoon broadcasts, is one of the few musicians to
horn one may unqualifiedly apply
the all too frequently manhandled ad-
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jective "great." Among other things,
he will present a number of new compositions written by fel!ow-Rumanians. Enesco is not a showman; but
many of the better known conductors
of our day could sit at his feet with a
great deal of profit.
Deems Taylor has again been engaged to comment on the music
played at the Sunday afternoon concerts. His somewhat informal ramblings are not without a generous
measure of interest, wit, scholarship,
and benefit; but during the 1935-36
season the beautiful English and the
brilliant elucidations of Lawrence
Gilman, music critic of the New York
Herald-Tribune, lent to the broadcasts a degree of dignity which Mr.
Taylor cannot begin to approach.
Somehow or other, Mr. Gilman
seemed to fit better into the picture.

Toscanini Returns

h The

most widely discussed radio
concert of the year will take place
Christmas night from 10 to 11 :30,
EST. At that time Toscanini will begin his series of ten Saturday night
programs. He will conduct the new
NBC symphony orchestra which has
been selected and rehearsed by the
capable Artur Rodzinski. Both the red
and the blue networks of NBC will
be used to broadcast the concerts
throughout the length and breadth of
our land. The orchestra will undoubtedly be in fine fettle when Toscanini
mounts the podium, since both Pierre
Monteux and Rodzinski, who have

II·
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been chosen to precede him, are exacting in their demands. The latter
will conduct five additional concerts
after Toscanini bids farewell to our
shores. It will be interesting to observe how clearly the microphone will
pick up the Italian maestro's humming. It is not always strictly in
tune.
Walter Damrosch 's fascinating and
exceedingly valuable music appreciation hours began Friday afternoon,
October 15, and will continue until
April 29. So much has been written
about these carefully prepared and
skillfully managed adventures into
the colorful fairyland of the tonal
art that it seem3 unnecessary to mention that for some years they have
been contributing more than we can
tell toward forming a sturdy musical
backbone for our country. The Instructor's Manual and the Student's
Notebooks which have been designed
for use during the broadcasts have
recently reached this reviewer's desk.
They represent a strikingly adroit
combination of admirable scholarship

with the ability to put forward an
imposing wealth of material in a
manner that not only attracts and
holds attention but is also readily understood. In the preparation of the
illuminating program notes, Mr.
Damrosch had the able cooperation of
Lawrence Abbott, assistant to NBC s
musical counsel.
The ether lanes continue to be glutted with abominations. But beware
of blaming the networks too severely!
Perhaps a portion of the fault lies at
your own door. If you have a hankering for more good music, lift up your
voice in a letter. Supply is conditioned
upon demand. That's business. If this
were not the case, some of the finest
musical programs would vanish into
thin air. Yes, even some of the most
elevating sustaining programs! You
will be entirely right in concluding
from these statements that your commentator believes out of the abundance of his heart that the system of
broadcasting evolved in the United
States is far better than the methods
pursued by our European brethren.

* * *
"May I confess a difficulty which I have long felt? If I am
to believe my spiritual guides, I ought to aim at humility. Yet
if I am humble, and know that I am humble, they tell me that
I am not humble at all. The only really humble beings are those
that do not know they are ; and indeed the most magnificently
humble beings are those who declare that they are monuments
of pride and arrogance. The saints are always the chief of sinners." Quintus Quiz in The Christian Century.

THE LITERARY SCENE
Books-some to be read-some to be pondered-some to be
en joyed- and some to be closed as soon as they are open ed.

ing provides the necessary love-interest,
move on to Aberalaw, where he becomes
an assistant under a medical aid society.
Here he faces all the hampering difficulties of working with a committee, a rather
trying situation under any circumstances.
In this new position he finds the small
hospital monopolized by the chief physician whose petty grafting he resents. He
confronts staff jealousy and antiquated
methods of treatment. In his research
work on the lung conditions of anthracite
coal miners he experiments on several
guinea pigs. This is enough to set his
enemies and some anti-vivisectionists in
action against him.
Dr. Cronin then brings Andrew and
Christine to London where they experience further difficulties in their search to
purchase a practice. Manson's researches
in dust inhalation, and the degrees he had
previously earned by dint of self-denial
and hard work, win for him the appointment of medical officer for the Mines
Fatigue Board. Again he is entangled in
red-tape that makes of him a mere
" bandage-counter"-going about to mines
uselessly counting the bandages included
in medical supplies. He sees no prospect
of continuing his researches and therefore
resigns. Together he and Christine buy a
small, neglected practice. He experiences
all the hardships of an unknown struggling practitioner in a large city-no prestige, small fees, hard and discouraging

A Good Story
THE CITADEL. By A. J. Cronin. Little,
Brown & Co., Boston. 1937. 2.50.
GOOD
story,
interesting,
and
thought provoking. It is restrained
melodrama, written by a doctor who apparently knows his medicine and his
British Medical practice, and has set about
to write an expose novel of its conditions.
This he has done with energy, vigor, and
literary skill.
Dr. Cronin has built the arraignment
of the state of British Medicine around
the life and adventures of his hero, Andrew Manson. An idealistic young graduate of a medical school, he begins practice in a small mining town as an assistant
to an established company doctor. He
meets with incompetence and ignorance in
his associates-Dr. Bromwell who didn't
know the thymus from the pancreas gland
and who was ready to commit a patient to
an asylum when the latter was actually
suffering from a thyroid deficiency, and
the lax District Medical officer who
played golf when he should have been
fighting a typhoid epidemic. The abuses
of this system of medical assistants, their
meager pay, poor living conditions, and
~nsympathetic surroundings are portrayed
10 these first experiences of the young
Dr. Manson. When conditions become
unbearable, he and his pretty young
school-teacher wife, Christine, whose woo-
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work. A fo rmer classmate and his friends
have all that he lacks in material advantages. They patronize him and urge him
to follow their questionable and dishonest
methods. Occasions arise which give him
an opportunity to attend several women
of wealth. He soon succumbs to the temptations of catering to a wealthy female
clientele. He becomes a rich and "fashionable" doctor. He completely forgets
the vigorous idealism of his first years.
His wife, however, still cherishes those
years of his brave fight for truth and the
scientific ideal, and suffers now in lonely
misery. He is a consultant in one of the
large hospitals and is in contact with the
small, exclusive nursing homes. This gives
the author an opportunity to expose feesplitting, overcharging, careless, unscientific, yet fashionable, medical practice.
A reckoning comes when Andrew
Manson is face to face with a fatal operation. He sees a supposedly fashionable
surgeon butcher one of his own patients.
He is repentant and ashamed. He abhors
himself and this period of his life. Commercialism is wrong: Competition is
wrong. He binds himself to a "new interpretation of the Hippocratic Oath; an
absolute allegiance to the scientific ideal,
no empiricism, no shoddy methods, no
stock prescribing, no fee-snatching, no
proprietary muck, no soft-soaping of
hypochondriacs." He sells his practice in
the city.
A series of tragedies coi:npletely
purges him and makes him ready to start
life over as a conscientious, small-town
physician.
That is the story. It is written with
skill and fluency and scientific exactness
of detail. There are times when one has
the feeling, however, that Andrew Manson, the hero, is moved through such a
variety of situations and adventures, even
though they are logical and natural, in
order that the author might reveal the
abuses of outmoded systems and unethical methods in British medicine. We marvel that one young doctor could have had

so many varied kinds of practices and
experiences ! We feel it could have been a
"greater" novel if it had been a simpler
story. Nevertheless, we meet some interesting and well-portrayed types of personalities among the doctors and their
patients. Some scenes, especially those in
the little mining towns are described with
beauty, taste and a fine sense of drama.
There is blazing bitterness in the author's
attack upon the ignorance and selfishness
which is entrenched in the citadel of a
respected, but indifferent, and, all too
often, corrupt system-a system which
makes profits easy for the unscrupulous
and difficult for the conscientious.
The book is well worth reading, not
only for its story and its smooth style
but also because it stimulates thought
on the subject of professional ethics and
on the advantages to society and the individual of an honest and scientific practice of medicine and surgery. Some of
the abuses described undoubtedly have
a counterpart in our own country. The
book is being widely read both in England and America, and the discussion
and controversy which it will no doubt
provoke may be of real value in our effort
to maintain a high ethical standard in
the medical profession. It should be read
together with "Arrowsmith."-GEORGINB
THEISS

Lippmann Thinks
THE GOOD SOCIETY. By Walter
Lippmann. Little, Brown & Co., Boston. 1937. Price, $3.00.
WEN1Y years ago we were being
drilled to consider ourselves cru·
saders in a holy struggle of liberty and
democracy against the evil forces of au•
tocracy and oppression. We tried to fit
ourselves into that role. Some of us
marched and countermarched in military
camps, others battled overseas, and those
who remained at home ate cornbread,
wore patched shoes, and bought Liberty
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bonds till it hurt, in order that every
possible ounce of national strength might
be thrown into the great war that was to
end wars and make the world safe for
democracy. Success seemed to be with
our efforts. The lines of our opponents
crumbled, and they had to accept the
terms dictated to them. Thrones and dynasties were swept away. It appeared that
the way had been opened to the spread
of democratic institutions over all the
world and to an era of justice, peace and
good will among the nations.
And now, so soon after, what has become of all these bright prospects and
hopes? They have not only grown dim
or been deferred to a later time for realization, but most of those who once lived
by them seem to have abandoned them
altogether. It is not alone that a large portion of the civilized world is in the grip
of dictatorships, but in all lands men more
and more tend to the belief that existing
problems and ills can find their solution
and their remedy only through the extension of the functions and powers of government. Hence the planned economies
with which we are all familiar. Since it
has been the democratic ideal to limit
governmental powers to a minimum, the
tendency to an ever greater centralization of power in the state seems to indicate that men are losing faith in democracy. They have become skeptical of its
ability to meet the needs of the present,
and assuming that they are reduced to a
choice between insecurity and disorder
on the one hand and increasing governmental intervention on the other they are
inclined to choose the latter. '
With the assumption that there is no
!hird possibility, Walter Lippmann takes
ISSue in a beautifully lucid and clean-cut
argument. He speaks as a liberal, and yet
he ~olds that liberalism, by losing sight
of 1t~ own basic principles, has betrayed
men rnto the present dilemma. He argues
~s follows. Liberalism, rightly understood,
~s the ~xpression of the philosophy of the
mdustrial revolution. A machine economy,
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with its division of labor, leads to increasing interdependence of nations on
each other and can flourish only when
it is regulated by open world markets
under conditions of peace and mutual
trust. If liberalism, then, is to be true to
its genius, it must promote everything that
makes for justice, freedom and equality
of opportunity among men. In the early
days of liberalism, the most pressing need
was to free mankind from the vexatious
restrictions on trade and enterprise that
had come down out of the past, and this
need was effectively met by claiming for
every man the right to work, manufacture
and trade for profit without interference-the policy of laissez-faire. Liberalism,
however, did not drop this policy after
it had served its purpose but retained it
as a permanent article of its creed, even
when its application to great concentrations of capital defeated the very aims that
had originally given rise to the policy.
As a consequence, liberalism found itself
def ending the abuses of the status quo;
it lost the confidence of men who were
sensitive to the faults of the prevailing
system; and the idea gained ground that
predatory aggregations of capital arose of
necessity out of the machine economy
and could be mastered only by greatly extending the superior powers of the state.

lf IPPMANN denies that capitalistic
L colossi grow inevitably out of the machine economy and points out that they are
really crea.tures of the state, which has
granted them the privilege of incorporation-a privilege which it could have
withheld and which it can again retract.
Nor does he see any chance that any form
of collectivism, even a planned economy,
can possibly justify the hopes of security
and well-being that are founded on it.
When the operations of the open market
are suspended, no man or set of men, he
believes, can intelligently overlook and
guide the complex economy of modern
life. Their interventions will, accordingly,
be arbitrary, be they ever so well-intended,
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and will disturb the balance of economic Radio Grows Up
forces. They will, for that reason, result
THE FALL OF THE CITY. A Verse
in diminished returns and will, besides,
Play for Radio. By Archibald Maclead to regimentation, coercion, and a
Leish. Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., New
general restriction of freedom of choice
York. 1937. 50¢
and action. They will impoverish national
HE recent publication of this highly
life, paralyze initiative, and develop a
dramatic and imaginative verse play,
selfish nationalism.
written for the radio by Archibald MacAnd for what alternative escape from
Leish, Pulitzer prize poet, is significant
the ad.mi tted ills of the present does
for several reasons. We recall that its
Lippmann provide? He would have a
production over the Columbia Network
rule of law instead of a rule of men, the
last April was acclaimed by critics as an
provisions of the law being based on the
important event in radio history. It was
supreme precept that there is to be no
enacted in Manhattan's Seventh Regiment
arbitrariness in human relations and that
Armory under the direction of Irving Reis
each man be left free to pursue the way
of the Columbia Workshop of the Air
that seems good to him unless he comes
with a cast including such eminent actors
into conflict with that precept, which is
as Orson Well es and Burgess Meredith,
essentially the Golden Rule. To determine
of High Tor and Winterset. Some two
judicially when and where such conflicts
obtain and to resolve them, is to be the hundred people participated in creating
the sound effects of the multitudes.
function of the officials of the state and
the only authority vested in them. LippIn his preface, the author urges American poets to experiment with verse plays
mann does not claim that the adoption
of his program will work magic transfor the radio. The success of his actual
production is the proof of his argument
formations in short order, but he believes
and a strong incentive to other poets.
that only in this way can mankind address
"Every poet," says Mr. MacLeish, "with
itself to a solution of its problems in
harmony with the logic of the industrial
a dramatic leaning-and what poet ever
revolution, under which we live.
lived who was really satisfied with writWhat of this program? Does it offer
ing the thin little books that lie on the
promise and hope? Is it workable? Or is
front parlor tables ?-should have been
it essentially what we have been trying to
storming the studios for years." Since a
do in the past and at what we have
radio play consists of the spoken wordfailed? Is the wide-spread trend toward
words to describe the scenes, to introduce
collectivism possibily due to the fact that
the actors, to carry to the listener gestures,
many are weary of the struggle for freeemotions and appearances-it offers the
dom and of trying to understand the bepoet an ideal means of expression. It is
wildering complexity of modern affairs
true that verse has many obstacles to overand hence are only too willing to give up
come in a stage play. Experiments with
the struggle and the effort and to let verse plays are expensive ventures-too
expensive for the professional producer.
others decide for them, even at considerable cost to themselves? Such questions
Then the physical difficulties of adjusting
will receive various answers from those
verse to natural actions and settings create
who read The Good Society. But howan artificial atmosphere. This is comever that may be, the book is so well writpletely overcome in radio. The eye is the
ten, so informative and stimulating to
realist. In radio it is only the ear which
thought, and withal so free from offensive i5 engaged. "The ear accepts, accepts and
believes, accepts and creates. The ear is
dogmatism, that any thoughtful man will
the poet's perfect audience, his only true
read it with interest and profit.
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audience. And it is only radio which can
give him public access to this perfect
friend."
In its present form The Pall of the
City is essentially and peculiarly a radio
play; it could never be presented on the
stage. Its author has used for a dramatic
purpose the distinctive devices that radio
has developed. We take the announcer
for granted as a necessary commercial
technique of radio whether he is describing an important news event or heralding
the merits of a piII for indigestion. Mr.
MacLeish, however, considers him the
most useful dramatic personage since the
Greek chorus. He has made him a Narrator, whose functions resemble those of
the leader of the chorus in a Greek tragedy. He is the chorus, the commentator,
the vital reaction to the words and deeds
of the actors, for whom the dramatic poets
have been searching.
In The Pall of the City, the voice of
the Studio Director informs the radio
audience that for three days the world
has watched this city. Each day for three
days a buried woman has come to the
door of her tomb. "We take you now to
the great square of this City." The hum
of a vast multitude is heard. Then come
the words of the Announcer in the incomparable beauty of verse. He tells us it
is four minutes to twelve. "The crowd is
enormous: there might be ten thousand:
There might be more: the whole square
is faces."

T

HROUGH his words we see the
mountains over the roofs the birds
circling in the sky. We see ;he cabinet
ministers solemnly sitting on a raised platform. We see the crowds, among them
farmers' wives squatting on the stones with
sleeping children on their shoulders. They
are watching the tomb to the right somewhere. Now it is twelve. They are rising.
"There is no sound but the shuflle of shoe
leather-Now even the shoes are still."
The crowd turns. The voice of the dead
woman speaks, weak but penetrating:
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... "I who am four days dead: the tears
Still unshed for me- all of them: I
For whom a child still calls at nightfall. ...
She gives her message, the central theme
of the play:
"The city of masterless men
Will take a master.
There will be shouting then:
Blood after! "
There is a haunting, compelling presentiment of disaster. Then the voice of
the Announcer:
We
All
We
The

"She is gone.
know because the_ crowd is closing.
we can see is the crowd closing.
hear the releasing of held breathweight shifting: the lifting of shoe
leather."

Then the murmur of the crowd. We feel
its fear, its dread, its confusion. "They
are milling around like cattle that smell
death."
Mr. MacLeish now uses a device of
the Greek drama, the coming of a messenger whose warning is an exceptional
piece of verse:
"There has come the conqueror!
I am to tell you." ...
"No men are free there.
Ears overhear them.
Their words are their murderers.
Judged before judgment
Tried after trial
They die as do animals:
Offer their throats
As the goat to her slaughter.
Terror has taught them this!
Now he is here!"
And again:
"Shame is his people.
Lickers of spittle
Their lives are unspeakable:
Their dying indecent."
As the fear of the populace increases
appeals are made by the representatives
of various social doctrines. To each the
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mass responds favorably, even enthusiastically-to the pacifist, to the priest, to the
militarist. It is swayed by each strong
emotional suggestion, but when fear
creeps in, all is again confusion and
doubt. Mob reaction replaces individual
decision.
After the departure of the first messenger the panic of the mob is stilled by the
voice of the orator who offers a gripping
and powerful plea for peace. Its length
caused some criticism in the radio production but the substance and beauty of its
verse are more than sufficient compensation. He urges reason and truth. "Words
. . . win!" The voice of the Announcer
tells us, "I wish you could all see this as
we do." The mob for the moment is convinced. There is music and dancing. A
second messenger comes running-tired,
laboring. He warns; "Beware of this conqueror!"
"Fame is his sword.
No man opposing him
Still grows his glory." .
"He brings his own enemy!
He baggages with him
His closest antagonist
His private opposer.
He's setting him up
At every road corner A figure of horror
With blood for his color:"
The crowd is now thoroughly frightened. In their frantic anger and fear they
turn against the government. "They're
boiling around us like mullet that smell
shark," says the voice of the Announcer.
The priests plead a return to the gods
and the crowd joyfully accepts this as
their solution. Amid the beat of drums
and the chant of priests a dance begins,
but is abruptly stopped by one of the
government ministers, the general. He
points to the smoke in the mountains, the
smoke of towns. He is the militarist, and
cries for .fighters:
.. . "you juggle with freedom!
Do you think you' re free by a law

Like the falling of apples in autumn?''
"Freedom's the rarest bird!
You risk your neck to snare itIt's gone while your eyeballs stare!"
''You can die!
·
-or your children will crawl for it!"
Now the confused populace is shaken
to the point of social hysteria. They' re
shouting and screaming:
"He's one man: we are but thousands!
Who can defend us from one man?"
"Freedom's for fools:
Force is the certainty!"
HE voice of the Announcer tells us
the crowd is retreating. Voices are
silent, people are watching. The conqueror comes.

T

"Broad as a brass door: a hard hero:
Heavy of heel on the brick: clanking with
metal:
The helm closed on his head: the eyeholes
hollow."
The crowd cover their faces and
cower before him. He mounts, turns to
the crowd and opens his visor. They do
not see. Only the Announcer breathlessly
whispers:
"The metal is empty! The armor is
empty! I tell you
There's no one at all there: there's only
the metal:
The barrel of metal: the bundle of armor.
It's empty!" ..•
"The people invent their oppressors: they
wish to believe in them.
They wish to be free of their freedom:
released from their liberty:The long labor of liberty ended !
They lie there!"
The masses shout with happiness.
They shout like troops in a victory.
"The city of masterless men has found a
master!
The city has fallen !
The city has fallen!"
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Then the voice of the Announcer, "The
city has fallen. . .. "
What a majestic ending! There is a
breathless excitement in the sheer beauty
of words and in the power of the story.
The words are packed with color and
sound; the verses heaped with alliterations: "Reddened with rage he will roar":
"In the days of despair when the heart's
bare": "Broad as a brass door: a hard
hero." The consistent and deliberate harmony of word, rhythm and meaning is
peculiarly effective for radio production
because the very sound of the words themselves creates the atmosphere and incites
the emotions.
The social philosophy expressed here
warrants consideration. It is a challenge
to human freedom, a powerful warning
against the contagion of tyranny written
at a time when mankind is losing confidence in itself and placing its destiny in
the hands of tyrants. The words of Wallace Duell, foreign correspondent of the
Chicago Daily News, describing the recent
meeting of Hitler and Mussolini at
Munich somehow come to our mind. "The
station itself had been transformed into a
triumphal coliseum of gigantic blazing
banners and symbols of the two regimes.
Massed bands played the four national
anthems. Massed youths sang paeans of
welcome. Massed detachments of Nazi
and Fascist formations presented arms.
Massed tens of thousands of spectators
cheered themselves frantic." Could it
happen here? We wonder.
GEORGINE THEISS

The Arts-Diluted
THE ARTS, written and illustrated by
Hendrik Willem Van Loon. Forev.:ord and 63 chapters, two appendices, and index and 151 illustrations,
80 of them in color and wash make
up the XXIII plus 679 pages.' Set in
11 point Baskerville. Done by the
Haddon Craftsmen and the Reehl
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Litho Company for Simon and Schuster, New York, 1937. $3.95.

V

AN LOON has don~ it a?ain. He has
written a book which 1s bound to
be a best seller in our country and in
at least twelve languages. The book
carries with it the masterly appeal of a
man who has a fascinating style and gives
you the feeling that he knows whereof
he speaks, while at the same time there
are things of which he knows but does
not speak. In other words, the book
is as subjective and faultily unchristian
as his work usually is.
At the age of 55 Van Loon has
learned a great deal, but he has not yet
learned to turn his apparently great gifts
to things spiritual. He has had a varied
and checkered career. Born in Rotterdam,
Holland, just around the corner from the
birthplace of Erasmus, he claims that he
was started on his career as a doubter by
passing the statue of Erasmus every day
on his way to school. The townspeople
said that Erasmus turned a page of the
book in his hand every hour, but, although
young Hendrik stood before the statue
by the hour, he never saw a page turned.
At twenty-one Van Loon emigrated to
America and was graduated from Cornell in 1905. After a year at Harvard he
was sent to Russia by the Associated
Press to cover the Revolution of 1906.
Five years later he received a Ph.D. from
the University of Munich. After his return to America he lectured on History
and Art for several years. During the
World War he was Associated Press Correspondent in various European countries.
The ship on which he was returning to
Holland on one of his trips was blown
up by an English mine and Van Loon
was severely injured. He still feels the
effect of these injuries upon his nervous
system.
In the Foreword Van Loon points out
the two little farmer children in the
red mittens and mufflers for whom this
book is written. We sincerely hope that
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the two farmer children, whose lot, as
Van Loon describes it, seems hard enough,
may have something more to read in the
arts than "The Arts. " The two children
will be delighted with the simplicity and
clarity of his approaches, but because of
that they may be as easily misled as many
others, much older, who do not recognize
the subjective approaches of our author.

C_\ UPPOSE these two children were from

O

one of our own families and should
read the twisted words under Early Christian Art-"It often seems a miracle that
Christianity, which, after all, was only
one among dozens and dozens of other
Asiatic and African 'Mysteries' then widely popular in Rome, should have been able
to captivate the imagination of the masses
and to succeed in establishing itself as the
official religion of the whole of the Empire." The man who deliberately omitted
the story of the Resurrection from his
"The Story of the Bible" issued in 1923,
could hardly be expected to be a safe
guide and commentator on the art of the
catacombs. He really believes that the pictures and sculptures remain pagan, he
finds there only "very charming but rather
nai:ve and simple fairy-stories about Jonah
and the whale, and Moses and the burning
bush, and Daniel in the Lions' den, and
the young men in the fiery furnace." It
is too bad that in just those things which
we !ifted from his own pages he shows
that the theme of all the art in the catacombs centered about the theme-Deliverance-and that he missed it.
One would never be able to deny that
the man who wrote "R.v.R" (1930)-a
biography of Rembrandt-is very well
equipped to write in a popular way in
the field of art. One realizes, too, that he
has tried to ward off the pack by saying
in his Foreword that this is not written
for the student of art or the artist himself, or the dear ladies who love it, or
the men who don't know what art is,
but who know what they like. That leaves
practically no one but the two dreamy-

eyed children who watched his train pull
away from some nameless stop on a
nameless railroad in America. Somehow
we begin to feel sorry for these children.
They will love the pictures. They will be
delighted with the Dutch uncle who has
been able to see so much of the world
and all its beautiful places, but we are
afraid that they will begin to distrust him
a bit when they find him claiming that
Luther has very much in common with
Adolf Hitler. It is unfortunate that a
man as widely read as he, with an opportunity to visit also the Francke Institutions in Halle should never have seen
the .first edition of the "Septembertestament'' of 1522, which was planned by
Doering and Lucas Cranach for the printer
Melchoir Lotther. While one need not
expect that a man like Van Loon be
familiar with the seventeen volumes of
Schramm's work, "Der Bilderschmuk der
Fruehdrucke" published by Hiersemann
of Leipzig between 1922 and 1934, or
his special work on "Die Illustration der
Luther Bibel," we could demand a little
greater research before so much writing.
On page 33 ff. of the latter work Schramm
lists the pictures of Luther's Bible of
1534 and on page 217 ff., the illustrations. Some of the pictures used in
Luther's Bibles were dated as early as
1532 and 1533 showing that they had
been prepared to order and with great
care. Lucas Cranach planned the "Septembertestament" and still Van Loon claims
that Luther ignored Cranach and his sons.
If he had viewed the Reformation scene
more carefully he could hardly have
quoted Nietzsche as saying that "Luther's
professed hatred for the evil conditions
inside the church was merely part of the
general dislike he felt for everything beautiful that had been created by the church
-for the statues and the paintings and
all the architectural details of the big
cathedrals." Van Loon's comment-"!
have no doubt but that this was at least
partly true." We have a right to expect
more from a man who devotes a special
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chapter to Protestantism and the Arts and
then tries to finish it off in three pages.
At the foot of page 345 Dr. Van
Loon accuses Luther of "ignorance of
history almost equal to that of Adolf
Hitler." May we with the gentleness becoming our own small stature in the field
remind the learned Doctor that in March
1522 Luther left the safety and security
of the Wartburg at the risk of his life,
for the ban of the Empire was on him,
to return to Wittenberg. He did this
principally because he wanted to save
the churches of Wittenberg with their
pictures, statuary, altars, etc., from the
wantonness of Carlstadt and his iconoclasts. The fact that Luther passed through
Florence to Rome and spent some time in
Rome without commenting, as far as the
knowledge of Dr. Van Loon goes, on
the art of these two great cities means
absolutely nothing. The humble monk
whose soul was stirred by the visible oppression of people on every hand in Germany would certainly want to study the
condition of the people in every one of
the places where Rome's power was the
dominant factor. For this man the overwhelming luxury of the Church, its richness of ornamentation and its greed was
summarized in the words of I Timothy
6: 10, "The love of money is the root of
all evil,"-which incidentally in the Latin
reads "Radix Omniu.m Malorum Avaritia" and the first letters of these words
spell "Roma." We are sorry that at such
a critical stage of his history of the arts,
Van Loon's ability to live in the history
of the past forsook him long enough to
make this misleading statement about
Luther. He praises him, however, for his
musical achievements and claims that
while he practically ruined pictorial art
and architecture in Germany he made
German the lingua franca of music.
. Comment on a book of this weight
might continue through pages and pages.
e found it interesting as a summary of
things read here and there in great works
on the subject. Dr. Van Loon has read

W:
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widely, has considerable skill as an artist
himself and writes enchantingly. We only
wish that his obvious unbelief and his
subjective attitudes, particularly when art
touches religion, would not obtrude themselves continually in a field which should
be handled calmly and beautifully without making propaganda in any way. But
we cannot expect much more from the
man who wondered why his book, "The
Story of Wilbur the Hat," ( 1925) did
not make the impression which he thought
it ought to make. We quote him to show
his attitude, "Our liberals in America are
interested only in political and economic
liberalism, not in cultural liberalism. I
work for an intelligent, humanistic point
of view. I seek to indicate that MAN
is more important than anything else in
the world-more important than religion,
or painting, or literature. I have tried to
show that MAN is the center of the universe. In America we have materially
solved everything and spiritually solved
nothing." After all the problem of the
arts and their relation to us and the
source of their inspiration, and the philosophy which dominates them, cannot
all be gotten for three dollars and ninety.five cents. Culture is still a broad free
thing and cannot be bound, even in one
field, by the lovely red linen of these
covers.-A. R. KRETZMANN

ParapsychologyTrue or Not?
NEW FRONTIERS OF THE MIND. By
J. B. Rhine. Farrar and Rinehart, Inc.,
New York. 1937. $2.50.
LAIRVOYANCE and tdepathy are
facts now established by scientific
research ! This is the argument and the
story of J. B. Rhine's New Frontiers of
the Mind. Accordingly, the publishers are
advertising this production as "a key to
the mysteries of clairvoyance and telepathy
that have puzzled men for centuries." And
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it is an interesting and absorbing story.
For the past seven years Prof. Rhine and
a group of associates have been conducting research at Duke University of orth
Carolina in what they have termed parapsychology. "The 'para' part of the word
might be interpreted as 'offside' or 'unconventional.' " Their research laboratory
now occupies twelve rooms. It employs
two full-time staff members, four graduate students working part time, and two
secretaries. All of this time, effort, and
money is being spent to heap up evidence
for the fact, now beyond dispute in the
opinion of Prof. Rhine, that there is a
route into the human mind other than
that of the recognized senses.
It is not often that the methods and
means of scientific experiment are as simple as those which are employed at Duke
University to prove the possibility of
"extra-sensory perception," commonly designated as ESP. In fact, they can be duplicated by anyone who will make or purchase a deck of ESP cards now on sale at
bookstores. The deck has twenty-five
cards, five cards marked with a star, five
with a rectangle, and an equal number
with circles, wavy lines, and crosses. You
place the deck face down on the table and
your subject sits across from you. You ask
him to tell the symbol on the first card
and after you have recorded his response
you continue until he has gone through
the deck. It is, of course, essential that
your subject does not know the result
until he has called all the twenty-five
cards. Such a test, as Prof. Rhine emphasizes, has significance only when it is conducted not merely a hundred but thousands of times. He assures us that this
experiment was made hundreds of thousands of times and, therefore, the results
of his research are unquestionable. According to Prof. Rhine's application of
the mathematics of the normal probability
curve five correct calls out of the twentyfive would be the normal probability, i.e.,
the result of chance. The early experiments, however, which he made with sub-

jects believed to have some ability in
"extra-sensory perception" produced an
average of 6.5 and this result was substantially confirmed by all subsequent research. Measuring this deviation from
chance by the yardsticks of probable error
(PE), and the standard deviation (SD ),
Prof. Rhine reaches the conclusion that
"there was only one chance in about
250,000 that our results could be attributed to purely chance factors. Such odds
amount practically to certainty, and no
one in science or out of it ought to ask for
more than that. " With a contagious enthusiasm the author tells the story of his experiments with subjects who scored as high as
nine and fifteen successive hits and of Pearce
who called twenty-five cards in a row correctly. "The odds against this latter feat
having been due to pure and undiluted
chance are 1 in 298,023,223,876,953,215."
Experiments were also made with a famous
English "medium" who, although she did
reveal "extra-sensory perception," did not
score perceptibly above the other subjects.
One out of five persons, it is estimated, has
ESP ability. To those who have this ability
it makes no appreciable difference in the
average result whether they are in the
same room, the next room, in another
building, or even miles away. ESP is apparently not bound by space. Furthermore,
it is possible for a subject deliberately
to make a low score.

lf N all of these experiments, Prof. Rhine
1l assures us, the possibility of any
sensory clues to the identity of the cards
was most painstakingly excluded. In
short, there is no doubt about ESP. It is
an established fact of parapsychological
research. Clairvoyance must be included in
the assured results of modern scientific
investigation. Prof. Rhine is equally certain that similar researches have put the
possibility of telepathy beyond doubt.
"We have shown that there is a process
of telepathy and that it works under conditions in which there is no objective
record and that clairvoyance is possible
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without the interoperation of telepathy."
Of the results being achieved at other
American colleges in "at least a score of
places" the author writes: "A dozen of
these have rounded out projects which
merit publidltion and confirm the basic
principle of the Duke work: that subjects
can achieve significant extra-chance scores
on various card-calling techniques. So far
as I know only three have failed to confirm it, and those are the three series conducted with the least regard for the Duke
procedure." So confident are these scientists of the significance of their discovery
that they are publishing since the Spring of
1937 The Journal of Parapsychology.
Enthusiasm for the importance of his
researches also leads Prof. Rhine into
speculations regarding their implication
for the scientific demonstration of immortality, prophecy, and the possibility that
the human mind can be free from the restrictions of time. Of immortality, for example, he writes: "What we have so far
found in the ESP research would be at
least favorable to the possibility of survival of personality after death." We cannot refrain from noting how frail are the
efforts of science in plumbing the deep
places of the Eternal.
Naturally the results of the Duke experiment, as interpreted by Prof. Rhine,
have aroused much interest. A resume of
his voluminous correspondence is given in
!he chapter: "The Mailbag" and, in many
mstances, it is a further indication of the
pitiable groping for light in dark corners
so characteristic of our day.
Prof. Ernest H. Wright, chairman of
the Department of English Literature at
Columbia University, also wrote two articles for Harper's (November and Decem?,er 1936-'The Case for Telepathy" and
The Nature of Telepathy") in which
he based his affirmation of the fact of
telepathy upon the Duke experiments.
These articles stirred Prof. Chester E.
Kellogg of the psychology department of
McGill. {!niversity to write a scathing
denunciation of the Duke experiment for
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the Scientific Monthly (October 1937)
under the title: " ew Evidence? for
'Extra-Sensory Perception.' " Prof. Kellogg is confident that "the truth eventually
will out and the craze subside. But meanwhile the public is being misled, the energies of young men and women in their
most vital years of professional training
are being diverted into a side-issue, and
funds expended that might support research into problems of real importance
for human welfare." The rather intense
feeling of Prof. Kellogg is motivated by
his conviction that the mathematics of
chance which the Duke experimenter applies are hopelessly wrong.

T

HIS highly technical critique of the
Duke experiment demonstrates that
the plan of experimentation adopted by
Prof. Rhine increases the chances of extreme scores, both high and low, but that
the normal probability curve which is applied to calculate these chances underestimates the relative frequency of high scores
by chance. "So his estimates are doubly
wrong." Prof. Kellogg summarizes his
indictment of the Duke experiment in
the following five counts: ( 1) it greatly
underestimates the chances for high
scores; ( 2) it pays no attention to the internal inconsistency of the results; ( 3)
it draws conclusions from selected portions of the evidence in a way that assures the truth of the very theory he
wishes to prove; ( 4) among the selected
series, those giving the highest scores
also offer the greatest opportunity for
sensory clues to the identity of the cards;
( 5) on-telepathy-that the chances in this
part of the research are unknown, so the
supposed evidence cannot be used. He
emphatically concludes: "The whole research is therefore quite inconclusive."
So the doctors disagree. The controversy will doubtless become more general
and more intense with the further circulation of this vividly and enthusiastically
written book, the October selection of
the Book-of-the-Month Club. Meanwhile
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dreams and "hunches" and mind reading
and fortune telling and monitions will
continue to take their toll, and some of
us will go on observing that the greatest
mysteries of life and death and the human soul are still tantalizingly beyond
the most vaulting reach of scientific research. Prof. Rhine is far too sanguine in
his expectation that parapsychology may
radically alter our religious thinking. Not
even parapsychology, however respectable
and confirmed it may yet become, will be
able to meet that abiding need of the
human soul which was met centuries ago
by the Perfect Psychologist of the Ages
"Who knew what was in man."-O. H.
THEISS

Mauvais Quart D'Heure
MIDDLETOWN IN TRANSITION. A
Study in Cultural Conflicts. By Robert
S. Lynd & Helen Merrell Lynd. Harcourt, Brace & Co. New York. 1937.
$5.00.
ERTAIN kinds of novelists and
movie directors grow pretty rapturous when they think of that vast sweep
of land and people known as the United
States. There's no holding them once they
get started with typewriter or camera.
Affecting almost unknowingly the old
frontier psychology they let themselves
go on the epic splendor and possibilities
of the nation. This intellectualized form
of spread-eagle wish-thinking conveniently
forgets the muddy gray existence of the
individual.
The Lynds are neither novelists or
movie directors. They have firmly put
aside all forms of emotionalized analysis
and writing. They take a community of
50,000 souls as a biological or social unit,
following the methods of social anthropology, and attempt to achieve a perspective of society as a whole.
Ten years after their original study of
Middletown, the Lynds returned to the
city. Since that first study a great depression, a population increase of 10,000 and
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the New Deal had swept over the town.
The first book was subtitled A Study in
Contemporary American Culture. This
one bears the significant sub-heading A
Study in Cultural Conflicts. Divided into
thirteen chapters, each chapter in the present volume is built around a persistent
community function. The Lynds show us
how the Middletown citizen gets a living,
how his social welfare work is carried on,
how he makes a home, trains his young,
spends his leisure, worships, is governed,
keeps healthy, what he reads, and what's
going to happen to him. It gives one
more than a bad quarter hour to contemplate this objective study of American
folkways. Here is a picture of the culmination of our famed pragmatic culture.
The entire life pattern in Middletown,
interwoven with the money-making
scheme, suddenly began to tear and rip
into shreds the Fall of 1929. It is bitter
irony indeed that before the depression
the dominating question in Middletown
was "How fast can we make even more
money?" Now that question has resolved
itself into "Can we manage to keep
alive?''
The most sensitive index to what the
Middletowners are doing, what they hope
to accomplish and the involved cultural
conflicts resulting from the depression is
to be found in the lengthy study of Mid_dletown' s religion. The present study of
religion in Middletown supplements the
lengthier study in the previous volume
Middletown. The average Middletowner,
the Lynds found, uses his Protestant
brand of religion as a means to find the
relation between experience and meaning.
Those who go to church in the hope of
finding an answer are mainly the middleaged. The younger generation feels that
religion has failed it in the depression
years. Taking a cross-section of those who
do go to church, who worship and pray,
it is found that these Middletowners feel
life is insecure, that its values are uncertain and shifting. When the resident of
Middletown goes to church on Sunday he
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accepts the fact that his religion raises
no troublesome question nor will it "force
his attention to disparities between value
and current practise." Religion is an emotional release for him. In times of stress,
as during the depression years, there is a
brief, spasmodic return to the Rock of
Ages mood. It is a last desperate yearning
for the Changeless which much of the
modern church has failed to satisfy.
There is a contradiction in the analysis of Middletown's religion which the
Lynd's either did not care to resolve or
simply avoided. On p. 311 they write
"The gap between religion's verbalizing
and Middletown's life has become so wide
that the entire institution of religion has
tended to be put on the defensive; and
the acceptance of a defensive role has
tended to mean that it is timid in jeopardizing its foothold in the culture by espousing unpopular causes, when they appear
in the economic order, in questions of
world peace, and in the elements of contradiction in local institutions."

In reporting, however, on the general
religious thought pattern of the average
Middletown citizen the Lynds record (p.
416)
"That Christianity (for Middletown}
is the final form of religion and all other
religions are inferior to it.
"That Jesus is the Son of God and
what He said is true for all time."
Certainly, one need not question the
statement that most modern churches are
afraid to espouse unpopular causes. But
whether it is the Church's function to
produce leadership in the area of change
is doubtful. The Lynds, losing some of
their objectivity, refuse to accept the
Church's leadership in the Changeless
alone.
I missed in the book an analysis of
library cardholders. Library circulation
figures in Middletown showed that during the depression there was an increase
in readers in religion, economics and gov-
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ernment, the what's-wrong-with-life-andthe-country books, and a corresponding
increase in readers of fiction, travel and
biography, the escape books. What new
classes started reading? What did the unemployed read? What books did the various age-groups read?
The cumulative effect of the book is a
sharp portrait of society wandering aimlessly, staggering down a blind alley. The
average Middletown resident has no positive or negative religious, cultural, economic or political opinions or aspirations.
For him life offers no definite goal beyond
getting and keeping a job. The investigation, which was conducted as impartially
as possible, seems to show the disparity
between Middletown's philosophy and
the satisfactions such a philosophy has
brought during the depression. Instead of
buying novels portraying the American
landscape, I suggest that both Middletown
and Middletown in Transition be placed
on the parlor table next to the dictionary,
the Complete Works of Shakespeare and
that bound volume of the National Geographic. The two books are the quickest
acting antidotes to those rosy moments
when we think civilization, especially the
American brand, is slowly creeping forward.-ALFRED KLAUSLER

Literary Candy
BRENTWOOD. By Grace Livingston
Hill. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. 1937. $2.00.
RACE LIVINGSTON HILL has been
publishing novels with great regu12.rity for the last forty-three years. "Brentwood," if our count is correct, is her
65th. And that, in the words of the
man on the street, "is going some." There
is no question about the fact that Mrs.
Hill has provided her large reading public with a long series of innocuous stories.
This is no exception. It is the story of
Marjorie Wetherill, adopted in childhood,
and kept in ignorance of her true parents
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and their circumstances. After the death
of her foster-parents, who left her independently rich, she seeks out her own
people and becomes a delightful fairygodmother to them and her brothers and
sisters, whom she finds destitute. The
redeeming feature of the story is that it
has a Christian background. Many a
grandmother will thoroughly enjoy it and
shed copious tears while doing so, utterly
ignoring its threadbare plot and frequently very loose English. It may therefore serve as a good Christmas gift in
many instances, also for adolescents.
We deplore the fact that so of ten
our writers of good Christian character
will grind out stories of this type and
sacrifice quality for quantity. The result
is that Christian young people with some
literary tastes turn from these stories with
contempt. Fortunately, there is a growing
number of Christian writers, among
whom Elsie Singmaster is not the least,
who take great pains to write well. We
have noted with deep satisfaction that
during the past ten years the editors of
the better Sunday School and young people's publications have been setting their
literary standards higher and higher and
that the quality of their published stories
is improving from year to year. We sincerely hope that, one of these days, some
far-sighted publisher will have the courage to publish a good Christian novel
with a strong plot and in excellent literary
style. It might turn out to be a best seller.

Beautiful Work
CHRIST MA S. An Annual of Christmas

Literature and Art. Edited by Randolph E. Haugan. Augsburg Publishing House, Minneapolis. $1.00.
HIS is the seventh successive year
that this delightful Christmas magazine has been published, and each volume
seems to be an improvement upon the
previous one. Those who have been
fortunate enough to obtain former issues
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will need no introduction to this latest
edition. Others will have a treat in store
for them when they buy it.
This volume contains seven Christmas
articles, five Christmas stories, a Christmas pageant, a selection of Christmas
poetry, and illustrations of various kinds,
some full-page reproductions of paintings, others photographs. The frontispiece is a direct-color photograph taken
at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, of
Sixteenth Century Carolers in the Jacobean Room. Some of the authors represented in the volume are Robert G. Lee,
Archer Wallace, Paul E. Kretzmann, and
Mary Lane McMilan. Among the poets
we find Grace Noll Crowell, Annie Johnson Flint, and Lucy H. King Smith. The
illustrators include Lee Mero, Fiona
Cameron, Hedwig Kashimir, John Ellingboe, and Lois Lenski. There are 72 pages.
The format is about that of Forttme Magazine. It is an ideal Christmas gift for old
or young.

Is Radio a Racket?
POISONS, POTIONS AND PROFITS.

The Antidote to Radio Advertising.
By Peter Morell. Knight, Inc., New
York. 1937. $2.00.
A RE we in these United States laboring
rt under the effects of a ruthless,
plutocratic, corporate form of individualism unforeseen and certainly unpremeditated either by Walt Whitman or Ralph
Waldo Emerson? Just how bad is the big
bad wolf-Big Business? Above all is the
handmaiden of business-advertisingethical?
This book gives a sordid answer. It appears that the radio audiences of this
country are daily doused and deluged in
a surf of hog-wash and bilge-water well
suited to the pandering of worthless and
dangerous nostrums and the peddling of
over-rated if not adulterated foods whose
manufacturers pay for the bulk of this
air-wave inundation.
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That radio audiences readily succumb
to this kind of thing is evident from the
mushrooming profits of more than one
company which has de.filed the air and
made night hideous consistently for a
long period with some form of crooning,
jazz, comedy skit, gangster story for children, or other similar disturbance of the
peace. But it is Mr. Morell's purpose not
so much to condemn these public nuisances per se-though he makes a beginning of that, too--as it is to show up the
frauds in the accompanying advertising
spiels and to point out the worthlessness
and, frequently, the positive dangers of
many of the products thus publicized.
This he does with a mass of incontrovertible data, fearlessly citing facts and naming names.
It is well known that the technique of
some advertisers nowadays consists primarily in making the public self-conscious
as to such social offenses as bad breath
and perspiration odor and such minor diseases as pyorrhea and "athlete's foot,"
thus inducing the unwary to buy the alleged remedies for these conditions
offered by the manufacturers or distributors in question. Mr. Morell's book
is valuable also for its analysis of such
tendencies. Thus, for example, he has an
excellent chapter called "Mulcting the
Mother through the Child," in which he
demonstrates how various concerns use
the radio to interest young children in
some meretricious serial program and then
wor~ upon their keen emotions of loyalty,
gratitude or curiosity, with the object of
persuading them to act as salesmen, as it
were, by inducing their parents to buy
what the sponsors of this entertainment
have for sale. Other firms are even more
clever and offer commissions in the form
of prizes which are given in return for
package tops and the like.
. An interesting feature of the book is
its pres~ntation of tables of figures from
which 1t appears, among other things,
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that in 1936 seventeen firms paid upwards
of one million dollars each for radio
time alone-or, more accurately, their
customers paid for it. Likewise of value
are the data showing the cost price of container and ingredients of various beauty
preparations, compared with their sale
price to the ultimate consumer. Another
useful feature of the book is a republication of the New York City Secret Black
List of dangerous drugs and cosmetics and
the deleterious or poisonous ingredients
they contain. And in a supplement to his
book, called The Consumer's Radio Log,
Mr. Morell presents material received too
late to be included in· the book itself;
some readers may save more than the
cost of the volume in one year by discovering, from this supplement, that it is not
necessary to change the oil in their motor
cars as often as the manufacturers assert.
Mr. Morell devotes some space in the
book proper and in the supplement to discussing the two bills now before Congress
whose avowed object it is to improve the
situation as to pure food and drugs. It
appears from this that, to say the least,
Senator Copeland's measure is too loosely
drawn to be effective. The other is the
bill introduced by Congressman Coffee of
the State of Washington. Drafted under
the supervision of a representative of Consumers' Union, it is designed for the benefit of the public at large, and not to protect the commercial interests. This measure appears to be so far-reaching that it
will, if passed and enforced, end all necessity for any more books like Mr. Morell's
present work, which, it may be said, is a
worthy member of that select group of
practical volumes written in recent years
for the guidance of American buyers in
their relations with the sellers. As
Poisons, Potions and Profits amply demonstrates, caveat emptor remains one of
those few aphorisms that are never the
worse for occasional or even frequent
quotation.-ELDOR PAUL SHULLS

The Truth About the C.1.0.
By

The

No~'EMBER
' 'o/

Maga'7/lone
/LJ

'-."I
~

Each month THE CRESSET presents a check list of important
articles in leading magazines
which will be of interest to
our readers.

The importance of this article lies
in its warm advocacy of the cause of
the C.l.O: It is a bold presentation
of one side of the picture. In every
controversy it is wisdom to realize
that there are two sides. Whoever is
interested in a view of the present
conflict within the labor movement
which is not usually presented in the
daily press will find this argument
of value in forming a considered
opinion.

Education for Living
By

PHILIP

N.

YAUTZ

Much indeed is being written and
spoken in criticism of modern education. This article, however, has the
merit of attempting a solution by
suggesting a new curriculum. The
author mercilessly uncovers many a
sore spot. There is much in his cure,
however, that makes the pain preferable. A curriculum which is built
on the assumption that "education
is basically an anthropological problem" rests, of course, upon a fatal
falsehood. That the student has a
soul and an eternal destiny is still
true even in A.D. 1937.

The Forum
The Triumph of Lawlessness
By

LOUIS ADAMIC

NORMAN ANGELL

A shockingly realistic and distressingly ominous analysis of the present
reign of lawlessness in international
relationships! Although the author,
an Englishman, is chiefly interested
in a criticism of Great Britain's
foreign policy, his clear presentation
of the grave implications for the
future of civilization in the tolerance r r :he prevailing immorality
of national policies has universal
significance. "Does anyone suppose
that the moral sense or moral standards are going to survive such a
process ?" We also wonder.

Harper's
The Orchestra Conductor
By

JOHN TASKER HOWARD

Is a conductor necessary to insure
the best performance of a symphony
64
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orchestra or is he merely an expensive luxury to be enjoyed by the
audience?
In the discussion of this question
John Tasker Howard, the composer,
gives an interesting history of orchestra conducting, glimpses into the
character and musicianship of such
famous leaders as Thomas, Stock,
Toscanini, Stokowski, and an exposition of the complicated task of
conducting a modern symphony orchestra. No lover of the symphony
will fail to appreciate this illuminating discussion.

One Day in History
By

FREDERICK LEWIS ALLEN

This article is decidedly uniquethe history of one day, September 3,
1929. By bringing this day into relation with the present, the author
demonstrates how difficult it is for
a contemporary to recognize the men
and the currents which are to determine the future. How swiftly and
unexpectedly we have moved in eight
short years ! There is something
startling in the suggestion of the
author that these last eight years may
only be remembered by future historians, because on September 3,
1929 a boy was born who is now in
th~ third grade. The implications of
~his fascinating history of one day in
its relation to the present are many
and varied. After all what a maze
history is without th; conception of
an eternal Church and an eternal
Christ!
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The Tyranny of Words
By

STUART CHASE

A stimulating discussion and most
timely. It is stimulating, because it
incites to a critical analysis of the
words which we speak, hear, and
read. It is timely, because no age has
had greater opportunities to hurl
words about more abundantly, hastily,
and thoughtlessly. A modern Socrates, the author goads us to make
sure of our "referents." Each recruit
in the fight against the tyranny of
words is another gad-fly of inestimable service to the body politic and
social. May we have more of them
attacking the problems of our day!
This article ought to be widely read,
and augurs well for those which are
to follow in subsequent issues.

Scribner's
Arthur Kallet
By

DON WHARTON

A most interesting analysis of the
young man who has become the most
famous figure in the comparatively
new business of consumer guidance.
Kallet is co-author of the bestselling
consumer book 100,000,000 Guinea
Pigs, and an implacable foe of sham
in advertising. Mr. Wharton is fair in
his evaluation of the work Kallet has
done. He points out that despite the
value of the various consumers and
buyers guides Kallet and his associates now and then indulge in the
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natural human fl air for "scare copy."
Good reading.

The Birth of a Nation
By MILTON

MACKAYE

Scribner's is publishing a series of
articles designed to "reconstruct fragments of the neglected past in the
light of their contemporary meaning. " This story of the first "bigtime" motion picture makes fascinating reading. It was the first
picture to demonstrate the artistic
and financial possibilties of the
cinematic art. Its gross income was
$18,000,000 and the net profit between $12,000,000 and $ 13,000,000.
It ran forty-seven weeks in New
York and almost a year in both Boston and Chicago. Readers above forty
will be much interested in this descn pt1on of a picture which they
probably saw twenty years ago.

How Safe Is Home?
By KATHERINE KENT

The holiday season that lies just
ahead with its many accidents in the
home is the reason for this "safety
first" article tucked away in the rear
of Scribner' s,-among the advertising matter. We are reminded, reading it, of Mark Twain's remark to
the effect that the ordinary bed is
the most dangerous place in the
world because most people die there.
When the author of this article again
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directs our attention to the fact that
in 1936 "deaths from domestic accidents outnum bered fatalities due to
automobile accidents" and "far exceeded all homicides and suicides
combined," to say nothing of the
more than five and a half million
persons who suffered non-fatal injuries in the home, we seem to have
all the evidence necessary to show
that the home is "Public Enemy
No. 1." Page Edgar Hoover and his
G-men ! Their activities have evidently been misdirected in the past.
Well, anyway, we seem to know the
reason now why many people are
seldom at home. But "all joking to
one side," as Ring Lardner used to
say ( or was it somebody else), Miss
Kent's article emphasizes once again
that we as a nation do not only lead
the world in the number of murders,
divorces, broken homes, and what
have you; but we also have the largest
number of persons guilty of care·
lessness and criminal negligence.
With all our advances in mass production and distribution of gadgets
and things to add to our comfort and
convenience, we have not kept pace
in the ordinary observance of "safety
first" regulations. Our doctors have
delivered us from the old scourges
that used to decimate the medieval
cities and towns, but we blithely go
about carelessly killing and maiming
ourselves and others in a frantic effort
to keep the death rate about where
it always was. Miss Kent's article
should be read, perhaps it will help a
little.
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Atlantic Monthly
A Minister's Mail
By

JOSEPH FORT NEWTON

Dr. Newton, pastor of St. James
Church, Philadelphia, writes a daily
column of a religious nature which
is widely syndicated throughout
America. In this article he analyzes
the mail which has come to him in
response to his writings. Although
some paragraphs reflect his modernistic leanings much of what he
says is worth listening to. His conclusion is that Private Enemy No. 1
in human life is Fear. "Fear, anxiety,
loneliness, and unkindness, these
four things make human life horrible." "If I had known years ago what
I have learned from my readers, my
ministry would have been different
-more simple, more intimate, more
full of pity.'' The article should be
read by both pulpit and pew.

Soul of Archilochus
By

HENRY OSBORN TAYLOR

Speaking as the soul of Archilochus, famous poet of Ionian Greece,
a well known historian outlines his
personal faith. From the religious
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concepts of the Greeks and Romans
he passes to a consideration of
Christianity and its unique contribution to the religious thought of the
world. Although Archilochus is not
always clear, his view of the Christian faith is far removed from the
scepticism which dominated the intellectual world a decade ago. "For
the time my religious feeling is satisfied by the Gospel of the Saviour
Jesus Christ, and I accept its dogmatic rendering.'' That is still far
from everything-but it is still something. Nietzsche, Ingersoll, Brownplease note !

You Have Seen Their Faces
By

ERSKINE CALDWELL

A novelist here turns his attention
to the economic problem of the deep
South. . . . His theme is: "Some
planning is necessary in order to
regenerate ten million persons who
are actually threatened with the possibility of living in economic slavery
in America." Caldwell presents astonishing facts and figures and
outlines a number of pitiful case
histories which ought to jar the complacency of every American.

* * *
Ten years ago inefficiency and graft in the Municipal administration of New York cost $1,000,000 a day. In Chicago
that is small change.

rather than conception, steadily pursues his
way to gain the reader for his point of
view-and succeeds, for he has mastered
the subject.
Your analysis of the function of Christianity in the life of modern man is clearly
stated. But I cannot agree with your introductory statement. I think it is an
exaggeration of which there are, in my
humble opinion, others in THE CRESSET.
"Jeder Superlativ reizt zum Widerspruch,"
Bismarck. And it was Quintilian who is
reported to have said, "Hyperbole in usu
vulgi est et inter ineruditos et apud
rusticos." Furthermore, I still contend that
the "not of the world" first spoken, I believe, by the founder of Christianity (John
15, 19; John 17, 12-16) is not and cannot be overemphasized at the expense of
the "in the world"; in other words, I believe that Christianity has always been
and will always be in all its essentials a
movement of negation and renunciation.
PAUL BRETSCHER
River Forest, Illinois

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Concerning Exaggeration
SIR:
I have always shared Wackenroder's
( d. 1798) view that beauty is a mystery
which, while it compels awe and reverence, may not be rationalized. Quite naturally this view has often got me into
distress, the most recent instance being my
overhasty interpretation of the drawing on
the front cover of THE CRESSET which
conjured up in my mind Goethe's "Hexenkueche" and the witch's cauldron. Therefore I'll say nothing about the cover designs and the reproductions of paintings
except that they impressed me as being
exquisitely beautiful.
When some weeks ago I saw somewhere an announcement of the new publication, I said to myself, "Another of
those digests with which the news-stands
are already overloaded." I was mistaken.
THE CRESSET is a digest only in a very
limited sense. It contains brilliantly written and challenging editorials, scintillating observations, "Fragmente" which because of their explosive potentialities remind me of Fr. Schlegel and Nietzsche,
sympathetic analysis of books, and an article on Sibelius in which the author, unconcerned about modern journalistic methods designed to captivate perception

More on Black
SIR:

It was with a great deal of pleasure
that I received the initial copy of T HE
CRESSET on Armistice Day. Much was expected of THE CRESSET. You gave us much
more than our money's worth. Again 1
say: Put me down for a life's subscription.
Having received my Master of Law degree this year, may I come to the defense
of Justice Hugo L. Black's appointment
to the Supreme Court and his acceptance
thereof? Your editorial hit the nail on
the head.
ERWIN T. KOCH
St. Louis, Missouri

SIR:
The first copy of THE CRESSET is a
surprise and a delight. Make-up and ap·
pearance, objective and purpose, literary
style and standard commend it immediate68
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ly to the reader, who is looking for such
a magazine with a Christian viewpoint. I
like it.
If however the Christian viewpoint is
to prevail, no opinion of any particular
economic school dare be substituted for
it, or even seem to be. On page 66 the
reviewer of "Liberalism Commits Suicide"
has this to say about the writer's "hardminded realism and intense nationalism,"
"It seems rather tragic to have nothing
more than an 'ism' upon which to build
social justice and world peace." To which
the Christian agrees. But when the reviewer adds, "As a generalization it may
be noted that the viewpoint of this article
is typical of the decadence of the Mercury," just what does he mean? Does he
wish to infer that formerly the Mercury
which certainly always disregarded the innate sinfulness of man, offered viewpoints,
on which social justice and world peace
could be built? If not, what does he mean?
Can any system which disregards the basic
need of Spirit-regenerated hearts assure us
of social justice to say nothing of worldptace?
For the same reason I do not like the
expression 'product of the social system
under which he grew up,' p. 57, in the
re~iew of "Dracula over America," as applied to Hearst and the so-called capitalistic system. Whatever meaning the
reviewer may have intended with that
expression, its use here may lead to misunderstanding because of the meaning cru~adin~ Churchmen and others have put
10to 1t, who postulate an "innate goodness" in man and find evil the "product"
of some social system. Indict a social syst~m f ~r the evil you think it makes possible, 1f _you will. I may differ with you,
but that 1s a matter of judgment. But when
you speak of anything resembling the
cau~e of evil in men, let us use terms
setting forth the Christian viewpoint clearly or at least such that cannot be interpreted as in conflict with it.
Finally, in "Black 1937 vs. Black
1927" isn't the premise wrong? I cannot
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find that in his radio address Black did
"tell the world that he had made a mistake" and "that he had rectified it," and
I have read his address over a number of
times. I find that he said he had been a
member of the Klan and had "abandoned"
it; that he had never in the past by word
or deed, even within "any fraternal organization" showed any intolerance in
"matters of religion." In other words, he
is not conscious of ever having made any
mistake. At least he "doesn't tell the world
he had." With the premise goes the conclusion in that "comment."
ARNOLD H. GRUMM
Fargo, North Dakota

Our Policy
Sm:
Today's Tribune contains notice concerning a Lutheran publication, THE CRESSET, which will adopt a policy laid down
by St. Paul: "Whatsoever things are true,
whatsoever things are honest ... think on
these things," which I like very much. In
fact, I like this policy so much, and am
so interested in seeing how it will be carried out that I am sending you my subscription for a year. My parents were
brought up in the Lutheran faith, but
when they came to this country from
Germany, they left the church. I am a
member of the University Church of Disciples.
GRETA S. DEFFENBAUGH
Chicago, Illinois

Abie Again
SIR:

I have just finished reading your new
publication THE CRESSET. Congratulations.
Just the thing we need. I was especially
interested in "Abie." "He who calls himself a Christian must have no part in fanning the fires of hatred and bitterness,
etc." Anti-Semitism is rampant and on the
increase. Suffering as Abie does at the
hands of professedly Christian people, the
Jew cannot escape the conviction that
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Christianity 1s m its essence anti-Semitic.
Persecution always affords the true Christian an opportunity of showing that the
essence of Christian character is love. The
vast majority of Jews have been won for
Christ not by intellectual conviction but
by the argument of Christian love and
sympathy as it is taught in the Bible. I am
sending my copy of THE CRESSET to a
friend of mine in Palestine.
ISADORE SCHWARTZ
Chicago, Illinois

Our Cover
SIR:
I have just spent a very profitable as
well as entertaining hour reading THE
CRESSET.
I can't begin to put into words what
a far-reaching influence this little magazine will have in directing the thinking
of our Christian young people. I did not
realize that the problems I have been
thinking about may be occupying the
minds of others as well. At last we have
had the courage to meet the world on its
own ground. The wonder of it is that this
has not been done by us before-we, who
have the privilege of holding in our hands
the shining Sword of truth over against
some of the flimsiest products of pen and
brush.
But, please tell me one thing! Why
clothe such valuable contents in so unattractive a cover?
Your choice of reproductions of works
of art is remarkably good. Refreshing simplicity seems to be the keynote of some
of our modern trends in architecture and
art. Then why, oh why, did you have
to clutter up your cover like a department store ad ! If the cover has been so
designed for advertising purposes, I see
no advantage from that angle. Glance over
a magazine stand. All the magazines on
the market vie with each other in crying
out their wares on the cover in more or
less grotesque forms and garish colors.
Imagine what effect a pl ain simple cover

would have on the eye among all this
gaudiness ! Why not, then, let your advertising be in keeping with what you
have to offer?
GERTRUDE D OEDERLEIN
Chicago, Illinois
Sir:
May 1 take this opportunity to congratulate you and your associates, on the advent
of your new publication, THE CRESSET-a
magazine much waited for. Its cover presents a very forceful eye-appeal- the first
requisite in effective advertising. Again,
congratulations.
JOHN A. GALINAT
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Thank You
SIR:

The first copy of THE CRESSET reached
my desk yesterday afternoon. I was going
to send you a wire congratulating you
upon the high quality and standard you
set by the first issue. Only second sober
thought checked the first impulse since
you would really be less interested in a
ten-word message than in a letter limitedwisely-to 300 words.
My expectations had been high, knowing some of the men who are interested
in this project, but I must say that your
achievement exceeds my anticipations ~y
a long way. The mechanical make-up 1s
excellent. The pictorial section is a joy to
behold. The Literary Scene ranks with the
best. The poems are in my opinion very
much worthwhile.
Your "statement of purpose" strikes a
clear note. I am very definitely of the
opinion that the viewpoint represented by
our church should and must make itself
felt in the affairs of the people of this
country. We must prove ourselves to be
the salt of the earth. My prayer is that
the Lord may grant you a double measure
of His Spirit in this new and important
undertaking.
L. G. BICKEL
Seward, Nebraska
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Contributors= Problems= Final Notes

BYSPECIAL

valuable points of view which should
be brought to the attention of our
readers. Forthcoming issues will carry as many letters as space permits.
We are especially interested in objective
criticism of the points
of view presented in
the journal. Although the limit of
three hundred words
is not absolute, the
Editors reserve the
privilege of reducing
the communications
to that length.

arrangement with
Doubleday Doran, publishers
of Alexander Smith's Dreamthorp,
THE CRESSET is able to present a
condensation of his
famous essay "Christmas." ... We hope
that our readers will
be as grateful for this
momentary return to
the style of another
and better day as
we were. Alexander
Smith's Dreamthorp,
a collection of delightful essays, did
not receive the attention it deserved when
it was first published
in America in 1934.

The

EditorJs

Lamp

E SHOULD
W like
to call
particular attention
to two book reviews in this issueNew Frontiers of the Mind reviewed
by 0. H. Theiss and The Arts reviewed by A. R. Kretzmann. Both
reviews reflect much research and
present a type of criticism which is
seldom found in general journals of
opinion. To our knowledge the review of N ew Frontiers of the Mind
is the only one in a general journal
which criticizes Dr. Rhine's book
from the point of view of the mathematical law of probability. The criticism of Hendrik Van Loon's book,
The Arts, is an excellent summary of
our prejudice against this type of
popularization.

A REGRETTABLE

error in the
copy for the November issue
caused the omission of the name of
W. G. Polack in the list of Associate
Editors. W. G. Polack is professor of
~urch History at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, editor of the official
bulletin of the Concordia Historical
Institute, and an authority on the history of liturgics and hymnology.
THE Editors are exceedingly grate. ful for the many generous letters
which greeted the first issue of THE
CRESSET. A number of them present
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An Enriching Gift
is an easy way to solve your Christmas gift problem and at the same
time select a gift that will be a credit to your taste and enriching to your
friends.

H

ERE

You will be giving something entirely new- something that has never been
offered before, because THE CRESSET is the first venture of its kind. It is the
little magazine everyone is talking about.
Here is a gift that will help your friends to widen their horizon, to become
better acquainted with what is going on in the fields of literature, art, and
public affairs. All interpretations are written from the Christian point of view
so that the book may truly serve as a cresset.
Use the special envelope inserted into this copy to order your Christmas gift
subscriptions or use the coupon below. A special Christmas Gift card, bearing
your name, will be sent to each person for whom you order THE CRESSET.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $2.00 A YEAR; FOREIGN $ 2.50
C-D

THE CRESSET
6438 Eggleston Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Please enter the following Christmas Gift subscriptions to THE CRESSET
for which I enclose $ ... .. .. . .. . .......... .
Name ... . ..... . . . ..... . ... . . ..... .. . . . ... . ............... . .......... .... .
Address .. . .. . .... . . . . . . . ......... . . .. . . . . ... .. . . .. . ... .... . ...... .. . .. •
City ... , . .. .. . . . ........ . ..... .. .... ... State .. . . ......... . .......... . - · · ·

Donor's Name
Address .... .. ......... ... . . .. . ........ . . . .. . ...... . ................ • • · · · ·

FORTHCOMING

ISSUES

I. The editors will continue brief trenchant comments on
news and events of the day.
II. Major articles during the coming months will include:
MODERN LITERATURE AND

RE-

LIGION

WITH

RE-

RELIGION ON THE SCREEN

PHILOSOPHY

OF

COM-

THE

DADAISM (PART 2)
FROM

FIL TH ON THE CORNER
THE AMERICAN NEWSPAPER

MUNISM
VOICES

ACCOUNT

LIGION

MODERN POETRY
THE

R.Amo's

THE

( Modern Realism)
WHAT IS EDUCATION?

GUTTER

NEW

LEISURE

OUR NEWS WEEKLIES
RELIGION AND STYLE
COMMUNISM AND FASCISM

III. In subsequent issues the editors will review, among
many others, the following books:
THE NILE ..••.•.••••••..•...••••.••••.•••..• • Emil

Ludwig

THE "IFS" AND "OUGHTS" OF ETHICS •....•..•...•.• . DeBoer
CONVERSATION AT MIDNIGHT . . . . . . • . . . . Edna

St. Vincent Millay

MAN THE UNKNOWN : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alexis Carrel
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF A SPANISH TOWN . . . . . . . . Elliot Paul
THE HousE IN ANTIGUA ••.•...•...•.••.....• • Louis Adamic

60 FAMILIES ••.......•......• . Ferdinand Lundberg
Vincent Benet
DARK ISLANDS . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John W. Vandercook
LITERARY TREASURES OF THE BIBLE . • . . • . . . . . . . . Oscar L. Olson
WE OR THEY • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. A. Armstrong
JOHN ••...•••••••••..•••.•••...•.••.••••....• . Irene Baird
THE TURNING WHEELS .•.••.•...••••..•...•.•. Stuart Cloete
THE RAINS CAME •••.•..•••...••••••...••• • Louis Bromfield
JOHN CORNELIUS •....•..••.••.•••••.•...••. . Hugh Walpole
DREAMTHORP ...•...........••••...•...••. . Alexander Smith
PLOT AND COUNTER-PLOT .••.••..•.•••....•.•• • M.
Fodor
THE LOST KING .•.••.•...••.•..••..•••..•••• Rafael Sabatini
AMERICA'S

THIRTEEN O'CLOCK .•••..•..••..••... • Stephen

w.

